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FOOD AND HOSPITAL TENT
IS EMPTY

DISCIPLINE

VERY

STRICT

ATTEMPT TO RUN THE LINE
SULTS

RE-

COURT

IN IMPROMPTU

MARTIAL

The thi'-- day cf the territorial National Gunrd encampment finds plenty of enthusiasm and "the soldiers a'e
now buckiing down to the real work
and drill of tha assembly. The arrival ol the Las Cruces and Silver
"
City companies helped to, get the
and
into
better
today
order,
camp
there was a spirit of soldiery, not
manifest before among the members
of the territorial militia.
Yesterday afternoon Company A of
Las Cruces, and Company D of Silver
City, arrived in the city, and the
members were taken out to, the enthe electric
campment grounds on
ars Major W. C. Porterfield was In
command of the detachment, and under him were Captain Dessauer of
Company A, with. Lieutenants Eames
and Baker. Company D had no lieutenants, but was under the command
of Captain Bail. These two companies are among the best in the territory, and showed the result of much
drilling, In their short march vp the
Tilll, to thi camp, from the end cf the
car line.
Camp Inspiring Scene
The camping prounds present a
scene that would repay one coming almost any distance to witness. There
are Just forty tents, and all are arranged according to approved military
methods, streets being laid out, and
the cook tents being set apart. Each
company has all its tents in a "certain
part of the field, and has it? own
disguards on! duty. From a short
tance the grounds look like a tent
city, if it were net for the sertinels
that march up.anj down their .espec-tlv- e
lines. These sentinels preserve
'
order, and are changed everv two
some-n- e
hours, so that there is always,
Held.
the
on d':ty patrolling
Sanitary Conditions Excellent
Silvor
t
Captain A. S. Milliken of
condithe
that
sanitary
City, reports
tions of the camp are excellent, and
that not one member of the' national
guard is in the hospital. There are,
however, in each troop one ot two
men who are excused from duty temIn
porarily en' account of sickness.
and
Company L these men are Babbitt
Sullivan. Captain Milliken further
that he is about to make an anas he
alysis of the drinking water,
n is
whether
to
as
some
doubts
has
absolutely free from all organic matter. If tl is is found to be th$ case,
it will necessitate the carrying of wa
ter by, the soldiers from the main
comPura
the Agua
of
the
that
Milliken
says
Captain
pany.
-areful
men as a whole are verv
in
against contaminating the camp
are
any way, so much so that they
far ahead of any other encampment in
this respect whiili has taken place in
the territory. The soldiers told a, representative
of Tbfi Or.tie that they were perfect- r satisfied with their food, and were
lona in their praise of Capt. Hfeld,
who has charge of the commissary department, he
camp, quarter-mas- l
ret-ervo- ir

230 Sold'ers in Camp
This morning there were reported
to be just 230 men taking part in the
encpmpment. This number while not
as large as had been expected, is
nevertheless verv creditable, consld- erinr the email appropriation that was
made for the encampment by the fed
eral government.
fea- One of the most noticeable
t u re 3 of the encampment is he ex
treme courtesy that Is shown to all
visitors, by both officers and men.
General Fcrd and his staff are espec
ially courieous, and do all that Is in
their power to make visitors carry
away a most pleasant recollection of
thel treatment while at the camp.
Battalion Parade Sunday
The pr gram tomorrow consists of
but one feature, a battalion parade at
5 o'clock in the afternoon.
At that
hour all the men in camp will be mustered on the fieli and a parada held.
A battalion parade of this sort is very
inspiring, and it ' urged that as many
townspeople as possible go out to the
field and witness it.
Dally Progran .
The daily prosram, except S'indays,
and upon those days when there is a
special order of events, is as follows:
Reveille
,.. 5:45 a. m.
6:00 a. m.
'Assembly
6:15 a. m.
Breakfast
Guardmount .. . . 6:35 a. m.
Target practice .. 7:00 a. m.
7:00 a. m.
Maneuvers
1st Sfet's Call ... 11:30 a. m.
Recall from Target
11:50 a. m.
practice
Dinner .. .. .... 12:00 noon
Target practice . . 1:00 p. m.
6:10 p. m.
Retreat
Fatigve call . . .""7:10 p. m.
. . 6:30 p. m.
.Supper ..
Sick call . . . . . 7:30 p.' m.
Call to quarters . . 10:45 p. m.
.11:00 p. m
Taps , .' . . .
,
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ARRESTED

MILITIAMAN

ORDERS

FOR DISOBEYING

This afternoon Richard W. Smith,
a member of Company L was arrest
ed by a commissioned officer and six
soldiers who were sent to the city
from the encampment grounds and
taken to the rifle range to answer to
a charge of ignoring military orders
to report for duty at the annual man
euvers. It is reported Smith laughed
at tepeated warnings to Join his
company with the result that force
was restored to. Unless he can satis
factorily explain his absence, he will
likely be
-

court-martiale-

SECRETARY
.

OF WAR

.

TURNS TRUST BUSTER

Washington, July 17. The American regular soldi' will neither 'be
fed, clothed or armed by tlje trusts In
the future if Secretary of War (Dickinson can prevent. He has directed
Brigadier General Sharpe, of the commissary departmon to enter Into no
contract with a corporation which is
a party to a trust or a combination
In restraint of trade, or any agerit of
such concern. -

t

FATAL ACCIDENT ON
INTERURBAN

wapakoneta, Ohio, July 17. A car
on the Western Ohio Electric line
Strict Pisclpline
overturned at Njw Bremen today, killGeneral Ford la making one
ing the conductor and a'lirieman and
In the territorial encampment injuring several passengers. The
that is ac the same time absolutely
lost control of the car on a
e.
necessary, and one that should serve
beij-g.th-

er.

,
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TRAGEDY

AT ENCAMPMENT

AVERTED

over-staye-

BY I1AIRSBREADTH

d

NAMET

HARRY PAYNE WHITNEY

STIRS UP LIVELY ROW

gas-fiUe- d

VETERAN

107 YEARS

TAKES IN CONEY ISLAND

CAR LINE

O'CLOCK EDITION.

MORE RIOTS

MOTOR CAR ULTIMATUM

MANEUVERS

&o

both conference committees and the
senate and house.
Outlook Discouraging
"Do you happen to know," asked
one of the senate tariff conferees on
bis way to the meeting today, "wheth
er the president's attitude regarding
the tariff was correctly reported this
morning?" The question was addressed to a newspaper man who assured
the senator that there was no doubt
but that the president was correctly
represented. The senator was evidently
much depressed and uncertain as to
the outlook. 'Then," he said "the
outlook is discouraging indeed. While
it Is not stated in so many words, that STRIKERS DEFtf CONSTABULARY
AND ATTACK
OFFICE
the president will demand free raw
material, such is the tendency and if
FORCE
such should be the demand, It looks
impossible to get a bill with free raw
material through the senate. For in- WOMEN GOOD FIGHTERS
stance, I do not believe the senate
could be Induced to pass a, bill putWITH BABES ON ONE ARM ' AND
ting hides on the free list."
BRICKS IN OTHER THEY
Between Two Fires
TY PLEDGE MEANS BILL'S
DRIVER OR ENGINEER FROM
' The tariff conferees this
WADE IN
.
morning
SEEING
DEFEAT
.
considered the cotton schedule. Senator Payne stated that he thought the
SPEED SURE TO HAVE EFFECT specific duties placed by the senate UNION ISSUES AN APPEAL
RUNNING
ATJULL
should be higher than the house ad
valorem which they replaced and ask,
AT. STEEL
CLAIMS CONDITIONS
AUTOMOBILE REDUCED TO JUNK STATEMENT 13 EXPECTED TO ed time to investigate. The
fight In
PLANT ARE INTOLERABLE
the conference is not between the
BY FORCE OF THE COLAWAKEN TARIFF CONFER'-- .
senate and houee, but between the
AND ASK AID
LISION
ENCE TO ACTION
and both, houses. The
president
question is how much the conferees
New Ycrk, July 17. Edward Hur
Pittsburg, July 17. Although tha
Washington, July 17, The state- can concede to the president and still
Allen
was
and
killed
feel great animosity as a restrikers
ley
instantly
ment made by, President Taft yester- secure an acceptance of the conferPeny and Archie Tappan fatally in day that he considered that the repub- ence report. The conferees have sult of the refusal ot President Hoff-8cojured, when their automobile crashed lican
on a reduction of five per eent
ot the Pressed Steel Car com
platform and 'he people demand agreed
Into an express train on the Long IsIn the Dlngley rates on women's and
to
receive a delegation of strlk-- '
topany
ed "tariff revision downward" was
land railroad early this morning.
children's dress fcooda.
era
under
any consideration, the
It was dark at the time of the ac day, made clear thai be intended the
leaders
strike
have isuued orders for
cident and a heavy mist obscured the statement virtually as an ultimatum. JACK LONDON PASSES
to
the
stick close to their
strikers
heaf light of the engine drawing the
con
THROUGH LAS VEGAS
Some regarded It as barely a
'
;
train as well as the lights on the au cealed threat to veto the bill If It
homes today,
Jack
tomobile. The latter was runn'ng at
the
noted
London,,
A' meeting of the striker is schedtraveler, an
reached him in such form aa to be
fall speed and the force of the Imand
nassed uled for late this 'afternoon to ask the
writer,
thropolcg.ft
of
the
unfaithful to the promise
party. through the
pact was terrific, the motor car becity this afternoon on No,
officials to put an end
ing reduced to junk. The occupants otners regard me statement as a 1, on his way to California, accom mayor ani city
of the machine were thrown a consid- club to reduce the opposition to down- pan'ed by his wife. During his brief to the strike or fotce arbitration. An
erable distance and badly mangled.
ward revision and shorten the long stay in tl is city he was interviewed effort is also being made to finance
Patrick Monahan was killed while j fight
by i. representative of The Optic, but the strike for an extended period.
'
It it believed the president's etate- - on account of his short stay, and alo
walking- .cross a railroad trestle on
A brief battle Jast night followed an
his way.tc the 'scene of the accident. ment will has e profound effect on becnuse las Vegas Is tbe regular
aiDempt to land a consignment of cota
dinner station for No. 1 the Interview
for ,the
men within the
was necessarily somewhat curtailed
stockade.
Mr. London said that he was mere
The office force was attacked on
ly passing through New Mexico, and
was hardlv prepared to state Just lta way to work this morning and
wha; ha did think of it, although be driven ,back to the ferry boat by the
was enthusiastic over its climate, re strikers.
Fourteen strike leaders
marking many times upon the clear, were arrested. The company Is prep"
fresh and bracing air.
aring to resume operations with as
Mr. London is perhaps one of the many men as possible. In the attack
According to a story told an Optic been supplied with blank cartridges,
reporter this afternoon by one cf the but had his Springfield loaded with best known Americans living at the on the officer foice, women with,
members of the territorial militia en steel bullet cartridges. He observed present time. Although his life's work babies on one arm and a brick or
been devoted to traveling and lit piece of alag( in the other hand, out- camped on, the rifle range, a deplora- a man attempting to run the line and
ble tragedy was narrowly averted at when he failed to halt, shot high to erature, nevertheless he is a very stripped the men In fighting.
A committee of the building trades
the camp at an early hour this a. m., scare him. He failed to halt ot the
e thinker along scientific lines.
when the sentries attempted to pre- warning shot, and the sentinel then Pertaps one of his most widely read council of the American Federation of
of soldiers who had pulled down on him, intending to words is "Befo;e Adam," and this Labor, issued a statement today sayvent a nurob-etheir leave In the city, shoot him x All that prevented him book besides being a model of litera- ing that conditions at the plant were
from running thi picket line.
doing this and probably kill'ng the ture. ls also used by many schools intolerable and asking flananclal aid
The' sentinels believed that they hid man. was that, the live targat had and universities as a text book,: on from the general public for the strife
era.
been supplied - with blank cartridges circled aiound one of the tents and anthropology.
Rioting broke out yesterday at the
for ammunition, that is ammunition succeeded in giving him the slit).
plant of the Standard Steel Car comwitii a waxed paper bullet, compara
Today eteps were taken to preBAND CONCERT AT
pany at Lyndora and a fierce battle octively harmless in its nature, but vent any soldier making the mistake
curred there this morning between
last
almo&t
a
caused
that
tragedy
capable f stinging a human target
ENCAMPMENT GROUNDS American workmen and
within a range of twenty or thirty night. Not one of the militiamen will
foreigners.
The constabulary is fully occupied at
be allowed to have genuine ammuniyaras.
A feature of tomorrow's program McKeea Rocks.
According to the story told by the tion unless he is engaged in actual
not
had
he
alluded
to,
practice.
target
guardsman
at the rifle range, where the New
Mexico national guards are encamp
ESCAPE
ed, will be a concert by the First
Regimental band between 4:30 and
DEATHJN ACCIDENT
5:30 o'clock. The band is one of the
Airs. I. K. Lewis and Mrs. Edward
finest musical organizations in the
southwest and it is Bate to' predict Sanders were th.j victims of an acci
that a record breaking crowd will be dent about 9 o'clock last
night, which
at the rifle range at this hour to hear
came very near lesulting in serious if
New York, July 17. Charges made letes. We met opposition of every the music and see the soldiers drill.
not fatal injury to both.
by Harry Payne Whitney, of the sort, fair and unfair, that the English
While driving lack to the city from
American Polo team, at a banquet In officials could devise and had to fight MQTHER PREFERS DEATH
counwhich
our
the
rifle range at the hour bbove
for
other
conduct
nicht.
the
that
Tjindon last
rights
any
TO INSANE ASYLUM
of the American Olympic team 'last try would have insisted on giving
stated, and at i point about half a
year was disgraceful, has created a the visiting athletes. I was present
''eso. July 17. Murder and sui mils west of J. P. Geyer's residence
storm of protest here. James E. Sul- all the time and failed to see any- cide
rathtr than confinement in an in on the boulevard, the horse plunged
livan, U. S. commissioner to the thing in the conduct of our boys warstitution
for the feeble minded was into a ditch, overturning the buggy
games, makes a positive denial of the ranting the charges of Mr. Whitney.
choice
of Mrs. Annie Schenkle, and pinning the two Women baneath
If he makes specific charges I will thp
charges and says:
was found in a
the rig. In Its frantic efforts to regain
whose
him
see
them
body
and
answered
to
prove
"Whitney is not in a position
room witn her two little sons, tged ? Its feet, the frightened horse dragged
know anything about American ath wrong."
and 11 years, today. The husband the buggy to one side, thus releasing
contemplated putting her in an asy- the occupants, who by this timo were
lum and it is supposde the wife had screaming for help.
OLD
Their cries were heard by several
learned. of his plan.
militiamen, who were on their return
to camp from tovn, and they hurried
DISDUTE OVER BREWERY
to the assistance of the women and
ENGINEERS STILL UNSETTLED
'
caught thi hors.
Both
were
ladies
who
painfully cut
The dispute""be- Denver, July 17.
were
and
to the Gey-- :
house
the
assisted
leave
to
feeble
alone
and
Alexander
17.
bruised,
New u York
July
tween the Butte breweTy workers and er
place, where they remained until
Hariette, 107 yeas old,' a. veteran and he determined to show them he
the Mexican war, missing from his was "Just as young as he used to be." the Western Federation of , Miners an automobile !rom the city arrived
home Itr Yonkerg fer two weeks, was He had been to the theatres, lu Coney over the control f the brewery engi and took them to, their homes.
'
morn- The nosa was only slightly injurtoday found enjoying the sigths of Island and bad had a fine time. He neers, occupied the miners this
New York. Hariet'.o told the officers protested vigorously to returning to tag. "Mother" Jones addressed the ed, hut tbe bugjy was completely
convention this afternoon.
his relatives believed him too old Yonkers.

as a precedent hereafter in meetings
of 'hifc kind. This is in the matter
of d.scipllne of the Boldiers. General
ForJ has established picket
fines,
through vhirh no soldier can pas?
no
without a perm:t. ' Furthermore
come
to
allowed
will
tt
guardsman
IN-FULto town without permission, and even
if they succeed in doing this It is.
required that they return before thi
call to' quarters at 10:45. Last night
some of the mei came to town and
did not return on time, but instead
tried to pass the guard. They were
caught and plac-jf- l under arrest , and
this morning General Ford and the PLUNGES INTO EXPRESS TRAIN DECLARES PEOPLE OF COUNTRY
A TOTAL OF 230 SOLDIERS PAR
other commissioned officers sat at a
DEMAND REVISION DOWNAT RAILROAD
GRADE
TICIPATING IN ANNUAL ENsummary court over these men, and
WARD
CROSSING
CAMPMENT
flnea them for not obeying orders.
General Ford has had It announced
that any recurrence of this attemptHINT
SANITATION
IS SPLENDID ed running of the picket lines will be VICTIMS NUMBER THREE TAKEN AS GENTLE
followed to the extreme, and possiblv
DARKNESS PREVENTED EITHER FRIENDS SAY VIOLATION OF PARGUARDSMEN
SATISFIED WITH the next offenders may be court

ARE

ycu F.tid
The
Cptlc lt'

It in

rwo
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NEW RAILROAD

The Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe
railway la making arrangement for a
aeries of experiments 'with a new kind
of railroad tie whl ja will be observed
with Interest by every railroad In the
United States.
The Santa Fe recently purchased a
large shipment tn Japan of coca-bol- a
and Japanese oak ties, which baa just
been landed In California and Is now
being prepared for use on the Santa
Fe tracks in Kansas. The experiments are to be conducted at Great
Bend, Kansas.
This wood from Japan, when delivd
ered In California costs the
about $1.15 a tie, or & Tittle more
than Is paid for American ties. The
wood is so bard that It Is said to be
almost impossible to drive a spike into It. and It is expected to be capable
of twenty-liv- e
to thirty years' wear.
Holes will have to be bored into
the wood and screw spikes will be
used. When laid the cost of the ties
will be in the neighborhood of $2
each. The shipment received contains 170,000 ties.
When the ties are placed in position new rails' will be laid and the
track will be reballasted, so that It
will afford an accurate medium for
observation and tests. It is claimed
that it will then be one of the finest
pieces of railroad track in the world.
The tie question Is eaid to be one
of the most important of those now
facing the American railroads on account of the Increasing scarcity and
higher price of timber suitable for
ties. Many experiments have been
and are now being made with creosote
and sine treating methods In the efr
fort to increase the life of ties.
rail-Jroa-

RAILROAD

NOTES

Toribio Sanchez in again in the employ of the freight department here.
W. C. Riley, lately of Haynesville,
Oklahoma has enlisted as a switchman in Las Vegas railroad yard.
S. A. Connell, chief bonus clerk at
the Clovis shops, was made about as
happy today as be well could be by
the arrival of his wife and baby there.
They were accompanied on the trip

TIE

ConnelL

J. Drury, mechanical superintendent for the Santa Fe, Is in town
M.

today from his headquarters in La
Junta.
Brakeman P. E. Keeney went to
Cerrlllos on No 7 last night to relieve
Brakeman Griffith on the ballast run
k
out of that place.v
Engineer William Trainer and Fireman Joe Sundt deadheaded on No. 7
last night and brought engine 932
to this city today from Lamy.
W. R. Brown, district freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe in
El Paso, Texas, went south on No. 7
last night,, accompanied by Mrs.
Brown.
Frank Merchant, a Santa Fe switchman, had one of hia arms so seriously
hurt While coupling cars at the Fourth
street crossing in Pueblo, Colo., that
amputation will probably be necessary.
Fireman Sevart has been called to
St Paul, Kansas, from this city by
the illness of bis three children. He
received a message to the effect that
all were afflicted with whooping
cough.
It is reported that an Italian named
Samon Chichi was struck by No. 7
passenger train at a crossing in Trinidad yesterday and narrowly escaped
Instant death. It was a close call
that ought to teach him a lesson,
R. J. Lyddan, wlo was formerly a
claim adjuster here for the Santa Fe,
passed through Las Vegas on the
California limited this morning for
the Pacific northwest Mr. Lyddan
Is now a geneial agent in the states
of Kansas and Oklahoma for the American Credit and Indemnity company.
Some fiend incarnate appropriated
unto himself the gold watch and chain
belonging to Johnny Ransdell, shipping clerk at the local freight depot,
yesterday. The valuable time piece
was taken from the pocket of a coat
which had been hung np in a convenient place, and was not missed by
I
the owner till noon. There is no one

WITH

CONFER

y

to the new division point on the
plains by Mrs. J. C. Schlott, mother
of Mrs.

'

COUNTY COMMISSION ERS TO

FE TO EXPERIMENT

Mill

under particular suspicion, though
Mr. Ransdell is hopeful of spotting
the right party aud making him sweat
for the petty larceny.
Conductor A. F. Youngston has
gone on a thirty-datrip east that
may mean considerable to him or
somebody else. He was attired In his
Sunday best when he departed and he
When Governor Curry visits this good road a will lively arrange for a
evidently knew jutt where the first city next Saturday for the purpose of general meeting with the governor to
stop wag going to be made.
inspecting the national guard in an j enter Into a lengthy discussion of
Jimmie Purcell, apprentice operator nual encampment near this
city, he this
subject
in VG relay office tnder W. Morants, will take
The executive is planning to make
advantage of the opportun
has been promoted and is now a full ity to meet with thi San Miguel coun- - an overland
trip from this city to
fledged operator relieving the crack 't commoner- - f0P the nurnose of Raton, with a view to inspecting the
operator of that office. Bernard Kast, dUcu8slng the g00d
with the counproUem In roads and
ler. who is taking a vacation, Jimmie ttta
ty commissioners of the northeastern
countjr e6pec,ally wlth reepect
has a difficult task before him but
Fe counties in the improvement of the
completing the La Vegas-Sant- a
promises to make good. R. E. Robin- link of the Scenic Highway.
county roads.
son apprentice-operato- r
transferred
This meeting will not be confined
(Details of the time and place of this
from Glorleta, is relieving Purcell.
to the county commissioners, but all meeting will be announced sometime
The New Mexico Central Railway citizens interested in
the subject of next week.
will go back to its old schedule on
Sunday, for reasons best known to STORY IN THE OPTIC
WILBUR A. THAIN DIES
the management although from the
LOCATES RUNAWAY BOYS
AT HOME IN ILLINOIS
Santa Fe standpoint the present ecbed-uie is rar oetter man we oio, Tne. Ti e old saw that it pays to adver-tralof
Word has just reached 'his
will leave Santa Fe at 1:45 p. Wise, in The Optic especially, was em the death recently at his home 'n Oak
m.. arriving at Torrance at 8 p.
Tark, III., of Wilbur A. Thain, who
m.phasIzed ln tne case of Jonn
It will leave Torrance at 11:05 a. m. nlI1( the Iocal florlst( wno 8evera1 dsyg about a year ago spent some time la
and arrive et Santa Fe at B:25 p.
La.-m.)ag0 jn8erted a notice in The Optic to Las Vegas
September the de
Only a mixed, in place of a straight the effect that he would be extremely ceased went to Los Angeles, but dams
passenger and straight freight train ith.nI.fll, for ,nfm.mation as
fh weather there, coupled with arduous
will be run.
whereabouts of two of his sons, who labois in a banfc, brought on an illran away from home over a month ness that resulted in his death after
Bowel Complaint In Children.
a lingering illness. Thain was gifted
ago.
When six months old the little
Today' Mr. Thornhili received Infix as a musician an 1 had composed over
daughter of E. N. Dewey, a well mation that the missing latfn wri at fifty instrumental compositions, some
known merchant of Agnewvllls, Va, the Valmora ranch, about thirtv
lie twelve of which are in manuscript
had an attack of cholera Infantum. north of the city.
The manager of form. He had a wide circle of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and the ranch, upon reading in The Optic friends here who will learn with deep
Diarrhoea Remedy was given and ef- of the runaway boys, found that the
regret of his death.
fected a complete cure. This remedy
description of tham fitted exactly two
has proven very successful in eases
Life 100,000 Years Ago.
boys who had applied for Jobs on the
(
of bowel complaint in children and ranch several weeks ago, and ha teleScientists have found in a cave in
when given .according to the plain
in
who
this Switzerland bona of men,
Jived
phoned the anxious parents
printed directions can be relied upon
100,000 years ago, when life Wat ln
with perfect confidence. When reduc- city.
ed with water and sweetened it is
Today a livery rig was sent to the constant danger from wild beasts To
pleasant to take, which is of great Im ranch to bring the boys home.
day the danger, 'as shown by A. W.
portance when a medicine must be
Brown, of Alexander, Me is largely
given to young children. For sue by
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and from deadly disease. "If It had not
all dealers.
been for Dr. King's New Discovery,
Diarrhoea Remedy the Bsst
which cured mo, I could not have
and
Surest
from
of
the
Learning
experience
he write, "suffering as I did
lived,"
stat
that
to
"It affords me pleasure
others is like getting money in a
from a severe lung trouble and stubI consider the preparation known as born cough." To cure sore 'ungs,
Cholera and colds, obstinate coughs, and prevent
Chamberlain's
Colic,
on
pneumonia, its the best medlcl
Foley's Honey and Tar not only Diarrhoea Remedy the best and sur earth.
50c
and $1.00. Guaranteed
ever
I
of
est
results
of
hav$
any
good
the
weaken
chronic
that
tops
coughs
by all druggists. Trial bottle free.
constitution and develop into con- - used in my family," says P. E.
of Mount Aerial, Ky. This Is
umptlon, but heals and strengthens
To cultivate some acquaintances it
the lungs. It affords comfort and the universal verdict of all who use is necessary to irrigate constantly.
ellef ln the worst cases of chronic this remedy. Its cures are so prompt
bronchitis, asthma, hay fever and and effectual that people take pleaTelephone your news items to The
ung trouble. O. G. Scbaefer and Red sure tn recommending it. For sale
Cross Drug Co.
Optic, Phone Main S.
by all dealers.

GOVERNOR
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SOLD BY LEADING

A BOTTLE

DRUGGISTS

"Sir, I am a man of few words,"
boasted the pompous individual. "Sols a parrot," remarked the other, with,
more regard for repartee than animal
distinction.
A Millionaire's Baby '
attended by the highest priced baby
specialist could not be curel of
stomach or bowel trouble any Quicker or surer than your baby if yon
give It McGee's Baby Elixir. Cures
diarrhoea, dysentary and all derangements of the stomach or bowels. Price
25 cents and 50 cents. Sold by Cen-tBlock Depot Drng Co.
es

If it's lucky to have a rabbit's foot,
the rabbit should bo extremely lucky;
fori he has four.
Many people with chronic- - throat
and lung trouble have found comfort
and relief in Foley's Honey and Tar
as it cures stubborn coughs after
other treatment has failed. L. M.
Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: "The
doctors- suid I had consumption, and
I got no better until I took Foley's
Honey and Tar. It stopped the hemorrhages and pain ln my lungi and
they are now as sound as a bullet"
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

Many a family tree is of
rapid growth.
El

Belt Special
lot of plain and fancy

AjJove Special
Ladies' Lisle Gloves, in
wnite, black and colors,
rtc
regular 35o value
Ladies' Silk Gloves, white,
tan, grey and navy, the
65c grade
45c
Ladies' Long Lisle Gloves,
white, black and browns,
worth 75o. .."50c
Ladies' Riding and Driving
Gloves, made from buckskin,
with large ganntlet, deep
fringe on under side of gauntlet
$1.35 up to $2.00

t-

-

fit

20-in- .,

IT""?

.

alKDiMIl wi3ilMl

In this department we have but few garments left, and these few will not last long at
d
on
to
the extremely low prices we have put on them. There is a saving of
one-ha- lf

one-thir-

each of these items:

Any of our Tailored Suits marked to sell for $12,50 to 18.00, during this sale
What is left of our $20.00 to $27.50 Suits, you can buy during this sale at
e
16.00
Gingham Dress, well made and nicely trimmed, for only
e
810.00 and $10.50 all Linen
Dresses, nicely trimmed with piping, for
e
$12.50 French Madras
Dsesses, a very neat dress, well and tastefully made,..'.

$7.98
$12.98
$4.73

One-piec-

over.

one-fourt- h

Fancy Belting, In
green or pink figures, cheap
Ooc
at 75c, per yard

$8,00

X

.

3.98

I

$14.60

to $11.00 Skirts

One lot of white Waists containing several of the most
in Embroidery,
popular styles, all nicely trimmed
Tucks and Laces, regular $1.75 to $2.00 grade,

to

$19.00

Sun Bonnets
Ladies White Plorodoro Sun Bonnets, excellent
- 65e
values, worth $1.00

Skirts,

S13.75

$4.98

Ladies White Florodoro Sun Bonnets, worth

PRES DE SOIE PETTICOATS.
and navy,

a nice variety of Petticoats made from this popular fabric, in cream, light bine, Alice blue,
gkirtg ftre marked to sell at $1.75 to $2.25 each and are...... well worth that
.....$1.68
price. During the sale, choice for

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S SHOES.

200 pair
One lot of Ladies Oxfords, this season's models, about
1.98
worth 3.50 to 4.00 per pair, to floss them out, per pair

Childrens Barefoot Sandals.
SIZES
5 to 8

SPECIAL

75c

60c
65c

85o

SJtoll
Hi to

WORTH

1.00

2

r,

"750

One lot Infant's Pumps with ankle crap, sizes 0 to 3 in Black, Red,
OtJC
ValllPfi.
tDrUVVU ttUUi1 fVKUa
1"
uito, nvntinnal '
v

o.v-vv- v

.....

Ladies Boardwalk Sun Bonnets, of colored
worth 40o

MEN'S SHOES.

We still have about 50 pair of men's Oxfords and high shoes, left
Tan Calf and Patent
from our last sale. Veluor Calf, Vioi-Ki1.JH
Leather, all good models, in sizes 5J to 10, worth 3.50 and 4.00
1.30
hot
only
for
these
days
Men's Canvas Oxfords, just the thing
d,

sizes
Boys Oxfords, in Patent Leather, Russia Calf and Vici Kid, -1'80
2.50 per pair, for
L.
W.
well
known
We'bave recently secured the sole agency of the
of
is
name
guarantee
The
Douglas
Men
and
for
Shoes
boys.
Douglas
&o
2.50 to
J
from
Prices
and
range
style.
quality
2l4

$1.09

to $14.00 Skirts,

$9,50
$15.00

$6.00 to $7.50 Skirts,

49c
63c

d

$7,75

$2.98

Hence, these prices:

White Cross-barreWaists, all white and white with colored
with
figures a neat and serviceable waist trimmed
....
Val. Lace, the regular $1.50 grade, during this sale ...
Val.
Lace, open, front
White Batiste Waists, trimmed with Embroidery, tucks and
or back, long sleeves, with collar and
Ck"7
cuffs edged with Lace,
C
ZJ
---worth $1.75

one-thir-

Skirts,,

.35c

per yard

White Lawn Waists, Allover Embroidery front, long sleeves,
collar and cuffs edged with VaL
Lace, 75o value

DRESS SKIRTS AT CLEANUP PRICES.
We have a large variety of Ladies' and Misses' Skirts, made from all the popular fabrics, in the newest and best models.
to
During this Sale we have reduoed the prices from

We have

Fancy Belting, in
blue or lavender figures, at

This is the season when White Waists are the most popular garments.
There is nothing neater, more dressy and at the same time as comfortable as a sheer, pretty
white Waist. And there has never been a season when these popular garments have been so
don't want to carry them
much in demand. But we bought too manyhave too many left-a- nd

$8.88

one-piec-

Skirts

&)

White Waists,

$7.75

one-piec-

$5.00

Belts, assorted colors, neat,
serviceable buckles, regular
75o values
.y5C
One lot Ladies' Belts, in
elastic, leather and fancy
belting, worth 11.25. . . . .08c

ESTABLISHED

Ladies' ReadyvtcvWear Garments,

$3.50

A

fFTT TpfJ

to 6, worth

Ladies Merry Widow Sun Bonnets, in colors, worth
60c

.

...

43o

65o
49o

Ohildrens 60c and 65o white Florodoro Bonnets,

49o

Cham-bra- y,

25c

Ladies, Misses and Children's 35c Bonnets

..... 25o

MEN'S FURNISHINGS.
Men's Negligee shirts, light and dark patterns, fast colors, separate
85o
cuffs, worth 1.25 during this sale
' Men's
dark
cuffs
and
attached,
patterns,
shirts,
light
Negligee
45o
cheap at 90c, this sale, only, ...
15 dozen "Ferguson and McKinney" Boys' shirts, light and dark
46c
patterns, sizes 12 to 14, regular 75o value, this sale......
One lot Men's Underwear in grey, brown and Balbriggan, all sizes,
50c
nicely finished neck, knitted wrists and ankles, per suit
Men's $2.00 Pants, a large variety of patterns and colorings, this
:
-sale,.--

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Although the past week did not
quit i conn; up to expectations in a social way, nevertheless there were a
number ( t card parties and luncheons,
the only thing to suffer being the
dances that wero expected to come
off in honor of th- - territorial encamp-

ment

But withal mora gaiety is predicted
for the coming eek, than has been
the share of Las Vegas for sometime
past This prediction Is based upon
the fact that there will be a ball at
the Commercial lub for the governor vnd cfficers of the encampment,
and possibly ano'-he- r
dance there, this
laitf r being the
regular
monthly
dunce. The entertainment committee
may, however, decide to combine
thes two affairs. Of course there
will cot be any dearth of the usual
card part?ea and the like, as several
have already be..-- planned, and a
number of the churches may choose
the coming week for their annual picnics.
It is however in the matter of the
National Guard encampment that tha
.greatest interest is being taken, and
many Vegas people will undoubted!?
mak? more thau one visit to the
camp on the hill, and the automobile
parade that is promised, will also be
a feature.
--

York,

a sister of Mrs. Helneman. Ail

present had a ffiodt pleasant time.
The refreshments were a feature of
the entertainment, being somewhat
out of the ordinary.
Judge and Mrs. H. L. Waldo and
daughter. Miss Mamie Waldo, left yes
terday for their home In Kansw City.
They had been fhu guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr.. for some week

past

of entertaining, are sure that the;-- !
luncheons are among the most sucTRY THIS TOR
cessful eter given in Las Vegas. BeYOUR COUCH
sides tho hostess there were pre
B.
S.
Mrs.
Mrs.
E.
W.
ect,
Davis, jr.,
Kaser. Ms. M. At. Padgett, Mrs Cha
Tamme, Mrs. G. H. Hunker Mrs. H. E
,Mix two ounces of glycerine with
Hoke, Mrs. H. W. Clark and. Misses a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
Hosklns, Vas.se and Hay ward.
compound pure and a half pint of
straight whiskey. Shake well, aad
John E. Griffith, prominent lawyer take In doses of a teaspoonful every
of Socorro, spent yesterday and today four hours. This mixture possesses
in this city, visiting his daughter. Miss the healing, healthful properties of
Lena Griffith, who is attending the the Pines and will break a cold In 24
Normal Summer schooL Mr. Griffith hours and cure any cough that It
has been enjoying a two weeks' vaca-ln-g curable. In having this formula put
at the Valley ranch with, his fam np, be sure that your druggist uses
ily who will probably remain there the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine comuntil September. He left for '8000170 pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
this afternoon.
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cincinnati, O.
Judge II. L. Waldo has presented
his married daughter, Mrs. A. T. Rog- Van Petten The groom was attended
ers, Jr., with a handsome and costly by Mr. frank Bope. After the wed
automobile. The machine is
of ding, the party went to the home of
the best in town, being a 1909 model the bride's moth. r, where a deieuner
Detroit 40. This car used a' 1 fourchette was served, the new
to te made by the Thomas-Detroly married coup'o leaving on No. 10
people, but since changing tha man on (heir weddins trip, which will Inagement, the car has improved won- clude Denver, Yollowstone Park and
derfully, until now 'it ranks as high the Seattl.i fair. They will be at home
as any of the American made cars
to their many friends at 806 Seventh
street after September 1.
The teachers of the county Institute of the West side attended the
Garberson-CaproWeddinq
chapel exercises at the Normal UniLrst
afternoon
at the
Tuesday
versity this morning, the feature of
which was an address by Prof. Presbyterian maTise on Eighth street
Vaughan on the Civic Government of the Rev. Norman Skinner Joined in
New Mexico. This afternoon
the marriage H. W. Garberson anl Miss
teachers of the two institutes, about Maty Austin Capron. The contracting
thirty in number, visited the various parties are from New York City and
big business establishments and man. Chicago respectively, and have residufacturlng plants ol the city, includ ed near Las Vegas, in tho Hermit's
Lodge, foi- - a number of weeks. The
ing The Optice office.
wedding ceremony was very simple
The Harvey mountain resort has and quiet, only the required witness- been deservedly popular this week, a
besides the contracting parties,
number of well known Las Vegas peo being present. h fact, Mr. and Mrs.
their
ple going there for a day or more. Garberson stole a march on
The following registered at the resort friends, for only h few of them knew
during thb week: Mrs. Wm. C. Bailey, that they were to be married. After
Mrs Har.man, Mrs. J. M. McKelvey, the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. GarberMrs. Gus Lehmann and Dr. and Mrs. son depaited immediately for
the
M. F. Des Mara is and son; Misses Grand Canyon, where they will spend
Bean, Weltmer, Wright and Everth, their honeymoon. They expect to re
and
Mecsrs.
McKeever.
Winsor. turn to Las Vegas In a few weeks,
Sturm, Sprin'ger, Grant. Strass and and will then spend the remainder of
Hoke.
the summer here.
Cha-'mer-

s

10-ce-

Mr. and Mrs. Chas C. Cunningham
and son, J. M. Cunningham, 2nd, left
the city last Wednesday afternoon for
their home at Springer, after
several days' visit here, to Dr.
and
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham and fam'ly.

THXX

BIG REDUCTION
ON

Rubber Tire Vehicles
(JTIe have a good

variety of Rubber

jJTire Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER
In Our

r.ep6sitory
Charles Ilfeld Co.
THE PLAZA

it

n

The
tea given by the members of the M. E. church on tho parsonage lewn last Tuesday afternoon
was sadly Interfered with by the rain,
but considering the state of the weather, the aftair was well patronized.

Judge E V. Long, Dr. "Bert" Olney
The picnic for tbe Methodist Sunand
wife, the latter a daughter of
near
school
In
will
be
the
day
given
Judge Long, left last Tuesday after
future.
noon for Glorleta, from which place
The sewing club met last Monday they wen", overland to the Winsor reafternoon with Mrs. H, E. Fell at her sort on the Peco3, where they have
spent the past week.
residence on Sixth street.
-

SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1909

Last Saturday afternoon, Donald,
The Round Dozen club met last
Thursday afternoon at the A. T. & Richard and Dorothy Scott gave a
of their little
F. hospital with Mrs. H. W. Goel party to thirty-eigh- t
The
a class of boy?
A Theatrical 8tar
friends. After seeing the pictures et
Its.
in the Methodist Sunday school, gave
a
In
recent
Issue of the Timea- went
tc a
the Mystic theater, the party
complimentary farewell retentionT Dlspatch, of Richmond, Va., there apThe Monday Bridge club met last the Scott home, where ice cream and
to their teacher, Miss Cora M. Dunpeared a cabinet-size- d
picture of Miss
Monday afternoon with Mrs. J. A. La cake were served on the lawn.
In the church parlors last Tues- Louise
can,
Rue at her residence at 606 Columbia
Reed, formerly of this city.
Daniel Thomas Kelly, who Is a rep day evening. T"i3 boys t.hem3elve3
avenue.
iieeu is piaying ai present in a
resentative of thj American Tobacco were in immediate cnarge or. every stock company known as the Page
was
which
Miss Z' ma Bell has gone on a visit company, with headquarters in Pueb detail of the function
Players, and for a time this company
to her father, A. D. Bell, who is In lo, Colo., arrived home yesterday largely attended and all had a very was presenting St Elmo, a drama.
the employ of thj Santa Fe Railway morning from tha east, and will visit pleasant time. The only unpleasant this being the first time that tha play
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry feature of the reception, wa3 that It has ever been put on the American
company at Lamy.
of
the stage. Miss Reed has a
by thought
W. Kelly, until Sunday evening, when was clouded
prominent.
approaching departure of Miss Dun- part that of Mrs. Wood, and the
Readers of The Optic are requested he will return to Pueblo.
can
Las
soou
who
will
fromi
Vegas,
to fend any social events of which
speaks in the most
Prof. E E. Wentworth Layton Is leave for Albuquerque, as an attache glowing terms of her
they are cognizant, to the society ediacting, beauty
now Industriously at work preparing of the New Mexico Cattle Saultary and
tor, phont Main 2.
personality. Miss Reed, since
'
.
for. his annual musical recital at the board.
leaving Las Vegas has- had wide ex
Mrs. W. L. Crockett and son, Dan. Normal In a few weeks. Prof. Layton
perience in the theatrical world, hav
Mrs. A. J. Pepperd was hostess to
arrived In the city from El Paso the will be assisted by splendid local taling taken part In. a number of the
11
re
Rebekah club at her home, 716 most successful
the
know
and
what
"a
these
that
to
ent,
on
f
her
visit
first of the week,
plays In the east,
cital have been in the past, are anx- Eighth street, yesterday afternoon and Two years ago
father, T. W. Garrard,
s)e
appeared Jn The
in spite of the threatening weather
iously looking forward to this one.
t
and made a marked sucHypocritee,
a large attendance was present At cess, so much so
Miss Laura McClaskey has returned
that her acting was
to resume her studies at the summer The Queen Esthers were entertain roll call the members responded with commented upon many of the leadby
Normal, after having attended the ed at the home of Miss Laura Hallock quotations. An election of officers re ing dramrtlc papers in the country.
O'- on Grand avenue, last Thursday even- sulted as folows: Mrs. Chas.
meeting of the N. E. A. at Denver.
The following year Miss Reed started
A.
Mrs.
J.
a
Malley,,
president;
session
business
First
short
Pepperd,
ing.
to nlay In The Servant In the Housp,
Mesdames Cleofes Romero, Secun-din-o was held, after which an entertain- Miss Mary McAllister,
but soon left this company, to Join
Romero and Pablo Jaramlllo menr wa
given, and rerresnments secretary and Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock, a stock company In Staten Island, N.
with their families, leave tomorrow served. Most of li e younger members treasurer. A very interesting guessfor sha wished to get the wonder
morning for El Cuervo, on a fifteen-da- of the Merhodist church were present, ing game on "Age" was much enjoy--1 Y.,
ful
practice that any stock company
ed.
.
Mrs. N. HihreTS received tha first
outing.
and all Lad an enjoyable time.
affotds. Her many friends In this
Mrs.
the
prize,
Spelcer getting
booby.
Delicious refreshments were served. city wish her every success 'n her
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Drinkhouse have
Mrs. Wm. Curtiss Bailey of this
Mrs. Pepperd was assisted by Mrs. new venture in Virginia.
gone to El Porvenir resort for
a few days. It Is rumored that soon city, left Santa Fc some days ago on Stewart and Mrs. Wesner.
after their return they will leave Las a horseback trip to Mora, accompanThe Health of Your Horse
ied by Mr. Buell McKeever of ChicaVegas permanently.
will
Nelson
be
Muel
afternoon,
inursday
promoted best preserved If
go. At Mora they will be Joined by
ler was host to a party of his little you are ready te give the proper
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
and
McKeever,
Louis Robertson, formerly of Las Vefriends at the home of his father, remedy at the proper
time. The
Chas- A. Spiess, should the health of
gas but now of El Paso, arrived In
Dr. H. J. Mueller corner of Sixth proper remedy for all strains, sprains
rewill
this city last Thursday, on a several the latter perml. The party
street and Columbia avenue. A num. or colic la Perry Davis' Painkiller.
weeks' visit to Leonard Hosklns, main for about two weeks in Mora.
ber of children's games were played, The proper time to use It is when the
on Washington avenue.
and all the little tots present had the trouble first shows Itself. Be prompt
Worrell
TJrton, eon time of their lives. Refreshments and
Benajmjn
you'll not only save the horse
John Srott and wife, of Sedalii, of W. G. Urton, and Miss Betty consisting of ice cream and cake were
suffering, but you'll spare yourself
Mo., arrived in the city this afternoon Hughes James, niece of Capt and served. There were present:
Char trouble and expense maybe save a
on a visit of a few days to D. T. Hos Mrs. Jason W. James, both of Roswell, lotte, and Charley
Bradley, Gladys, long time waiting. You ought to have
klns, cashier of the San Miguel Nat- were married in! that city last week. Lon, Marlon and Stephen Davis, Jane a bottle
ready. The new size bottle
The bride and groom left on a honey Robertson, Edwin and Palo Rosen costs
ional bank, and family.
"one larger 50c. Be sure
35c;
moon which will include Kansas City,
thal, Elizabeth Padgett, Ethel Grimm, your druggist gives you Perry Davis.'
'
Mrs. F. Meredith Jones and three Denver and Colorado Springs. Mr. Leano Lacey, Lawrence Coors, Ethel
daughters, Miss 34 Minnie, Opa' and Urton was formerly a resident of this and Alice Danzlger, Herman Goke,
It's the things we don't gat that we
Ruby, returned home last Monday city.
Dorothy, Richard and Lncllle Heiman, should sometimes be most thankful
Luis Lujan, Abe Goldsmith, Nellie for.
night from a month's trip to Topeka
Lest Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. Harry Condon, Leona
and Auburn, Kan., where they visited
Greenclay, Alvln Ap- Lewis was hostess to a number of pel, Allreta
friends.
Greenberger and Joe
How's This?
friends, at a whist party at the home Nahm.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Prof. J. A. Vaughan, Miss Healy, and of her mother, Mrs. Moses Friedman
ward for any case of Catarrh that
Ward-Va' cannot be cured by
Delicious refreshHall's Catarrh
Mrs. Anna Bruce, returned to the city on the West sid
Tetten Nuptials
Cure.
CHENEY & CO.. Toledo.
last Monday morning on the flyer, af ments were served, and all departed
Last Mcnday at high noon took Ohio. F. J.
ter visiting some days in Denver, after exp:essing themselves as having place that much thought of anl dis- We, the undersigned, have known
where they attended the meetings of had a mart enjoyable time. Mrs Chas cussed wtddlng, when Miss Garnet F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
the N. 13. A.
Greenclay. Mrs. Tischler of Denver, Van Pettan became the bride
Mr. and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and finanand Mrs. Isaac Bacharach were the Charles
Wellesley Gates Ward. The cially able to carry out any obligaThe picnic under the auspices of fortunate prize winners.
ceremony took" place at St. Paul's tions made by his firm. WALDING,
the Literary and Mutual Aid society
&
MARVIN.
Memorial church, the Rev.
Wholesale
S. KINNAN
J
to Romeroville last Sunday, was atLiast Wednesday afternoon Mrs. A. Moore off'ciating. The wedding was Druggists, Toledo, Oht&
Hall's Catarh Cure is taken Inter
tended by eighteen people. It U need- A. Jones assisted by her sister. Miss
simple in the extreme, such being nally, acting directly upon the blood,
less to remark that the outing was Stoneroal. was hostess at a most the bride's wish.
During the b "troth-a- l and mucous surfaces of the system.
enjoyed by all who attended.
enjoyable luncheon. The decorations
service the Flower song by Lange Testimonials sent free. Prlc9 75c.
were mainly flowers, sweet peas be was played, the rest of th music 'be- per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills tor consti
Mrs. Secundlno Romero entertained ing much In evidence. The luncheon ing the beautiful wedding march of
at her residence on Hot Springs was the third of a series that Mrs. Lohengrin's. The bride was V.tend-e- d pation.
boulevard last Wednesday evening, Jones is to glv-- during the summer,
cy Misses Tamme and Ward, and
Never pub off until tomorrow what
complimentary to Mrs. Knox, of New and all who know her Inimitable way was given away by her uncle. H. S. you cam have done for you today.

a

"Anti-Can'ts-

Times-Dispatc-

Try our Yankee Coal

No soot and little ash

2000 POUrJDS

TO THE TOIL

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall
paper.
line-Lo-

prices

west

PHONE MAIN 56

COOES LUMBEE CO.
GROSS, ItELLY
(Incorporated)

and CO.

WHOLESALE r.JEnCHAtiTS
and Dealer In

WOOL, WOES

and PELTS

Homes at
N.M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tuoumoarl,
M. M., Peoon, N.
M., Logan, N. M, Trinidad, Colorado
,

Carnt

la Vega;

GAIN WAGONS,

tha Dost Farm Wwaon m
wwf

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:

h

or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
,50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery,
50c per 100 lbs.
a.ooo lbs.,

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Tr tt,.
purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vee-a- s

t;

y

n

Browne & Ilauzaoares ft).
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Ss-ad-

and Saadara

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for
GRICULTURAL

rut im

MPUMEMS

of iniRMi a!::le mm

Bar
Opera
notMszsj Bat

omc,

LAS VEOAS DAILY

FOUR

think that he U entitled to either
side and toth. slis of all the urea's
town.
in
ESTABLISHES 1S79.
It U
ry noticeable ilsi Rtuon
the
thirty people who are tha proud
PUBLISHED Bt
of automobiles there are a
The Optic Publishing Company possessor
few who are bo btrongly Imbue! with
(laUOBPOKATBul
the erroneous Idea that they
have
been raised a ;ew Inches In t eight,
M. M. PADGETT... ... ... EDITOR
enlarged several inches, in cheat measure, and increaiod In intellectual capacity to such an extent that they
on both sides
have the
Entered at fhe Postofflc at Etat of the streets of tbls city. Tha world
coond-cia- c
Is still full of fools. These proud posLas Vegas. N M, a
matter.
sessors of cars are working the) own
destruction, if they could but realire
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
it Complaints Itre been coming to
this offlcj by wholesale against anto-Daily
Pw Tear by Carrier
.$7.00 mobiltsts and motor cyclists who man
.65 ifest no rigard for the rights of othPer Monti by Carrier
JO ers; and in nine cases out of every
Per Week y Carrier
'
ten these complaints have been urged
Weekly.
9
One Tear
$2.00 against Just four or five individuals,
LOO. Their names have come to J3 and
BU Months
w know them.
i
While we are on this subject there
ONE GHOST LAID.
fare a couple of things to which we
The consolidation Question U still f'sh to call attention. First, there Is
alive. Superficially, the interest in ;
Greater las Vegas seems to have second. It is an unwritten law of
died down somewhat, but ther3 is as the road that all vehicles must keep
much talk now ns there ever was . !P the rijht. By observing this secThe difference H that the conversa- - nd law and driving at a moderate
mo- tloa one tears now s the quiet sub- - rate of speed, aulomoblllsts and
a
save
can
lot
themselves
tor
cyclists
kind.
torcible
stantial ard
can
to of trouble and, what is more,
drivfcelne advanced in favor of annexing avoid injuring pedestrians and
essential
more
but
ers
the
of
prosaic
Is
Las
of
town
to
the
Vegas,
the
city
vehicles, i ne upus aoes
the fact that so many people who
to
care
raise a row about care-Bid- e
not
on
the
Eat
live and own property
develop-eide- .
of tin Gallinas, work on the West less driving, but owing to
n
and
week
this
true.'ments
during
And the converse is also
are
we
come
to us,
this state of facts it Is nnrea-- 1 plaints that have.
more wide
conable to expect that a union of the! going to keep our eyes
and
foolish
If
ever.
than
followed
would
be
by
two towns
to either. The influential leas driving is not stopped during this
In- - coming week, we are going to publish
people of the OU Town would be
the names of tha idiotic and reckless
interested,
Iterated, and financially
specific
too in seeing that equity should pre- drivers together with
and a
recklessness
of
stances
teir
of
heater
in th- administration
Moreover,
thereon.
comments
few
true
oe
would
also
This
Las Vegas.
we do not care, to do so, we are
Of the representative citizens of the while
! going to see that tne
inter-city council
wmiM
to
n
h
the
East side
the
ordinance
regulating
a""
est of each to see that the other 1? nnsses
of automobile8 and motor cyclea
speed
protected.
to five miles an hour within the fire
- AUTOMOBILES
limits and six miles an hour within
MOTOP
AND
the
city limits. Further, we will see
CYCLES.
that the word of the police Is taken
Doubtless, the exhilaration max iior tne raie oi sspetu uu we mu uc.y
Optic
comes from owning an. automobile is; enforce the ordinance. The
not wish to do these things ana
should
it
does
bu:
fine,
pretty
eomethlng
not be be allowed to exhilarate the will not have them to do If a word
an make him to the wi86 is sufficient.
owner out

mxt Sully (Optic

-

com-Wlt-

dis-'ope- n

Inn--

all
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AFTER OUR SALE
We will sell a batch of
,15th, lGth, and 17th.
V"

at lowered prices

LEFT-OVE-

One Week Only!

on the

Vrllch includes 50 pairs, of Vf . U Douglas Oxford for Men, 150
pairs of Children's Tans, Oxfords Ladies' Tan aud Black Oxfords,
' :'
.
.
Canvas goods etc.
,
.iv:-.-..-i
;
THESE ARB REAL BARGAINS. ,

'

We have placed on' sale our entire
line J'of leather goods at a 'straight

.:

Common Sense Shoe Store

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE. IT WILL PAY YOU

Douglas Avenue.

611

B.

Beware of tha truth crushed to
earth; It i liable to rise up later and
take a fall out vou Chicago News.

...
...

J.

TAUPEBT.

Jeweler and Optician.

GOG Douglas Avenue.
E. Las Vegas, K. M.
nic majesty had the spirit of prophecy
Mr.
Aldrich. Chica
upon him look at
go Tribune.
a
late at the , Thompson's
playing feeders $3.105.10; cows and heifers
'
"I want to be dressed In the height bridge."
$$2.406.?5; calves $6.00rJ8.75.
"That's a nice story! It happens
of fashion,' said Mr. Suddenroll.
Sheep 8,000 bead; market jteady.
4 90; western $3 00 &
"I'll see to It that your clothes fit that the Thompsons have been here Native $2 75
6 00; native
all evening."
5.000; yearlings $4.60
you perfectly," replied the tailor.
"But that's what I'm In doubt about
8.50; western $4.75
"Oh, pahaw. JVbat'8 the use of ar- lambs $4.7E
J
8.40.' Is it fashionable just now to have gument with a woman
your, clothes fit? Washington Star.
. i
'
a
One nice thing about having a little
81 Louis Wool Market
You can beat a mule when the critter
Wool market
St Louis, July 17.
vegetable garden In the back yard Is
stops;
how much worse your back would quiet. Territory western mediums 23
You can pull his ear as it wearily flops ache if
27; fine mediums- 2124; flni 120
you had a big one. Ohlo.Stata
You can pound him mightily here and Journal.
.

ABS0K6LETS

j

..

40 Per Cent Discount;

atHedcocks

y

right-of-wa-

JULY

SATURDAY,

...

y

"The ovster don't do very mch in
the line of blowln' his own horn an'
mebbe thet is w'.iy tie's liked so well."
Boston Herald.

.

Ashley Do you have much variety
in your toardlng house?
Seymour Well, we have three dif-

there.

As he gloomily etands with'

...

a patient

18.

"Your husband is something of a
New York Stocks
baseball fan isn't he?" said the visitor.
New Yrrk, Jul 17. Amalgamated
The A mule's a mule. You can make him
ferent names for the meals.
"Fan" doesn't begin to express it," 82 3 8; Atchison 116
New York
World.
feel.
Southern Pacific 134
replied young Mrs. Torkins. "Charle7 Central 1?2
You can light a bonfire beneath his ia a regular windmill." Washington
Steel 73
Unioi. Pacific 197
A stroller of the city
keel;
Star.
, pfd 127
You can make him squirm, though he
Lay lying on the walk;
His life seemed slowly ebbing
will not tote-- But
Teache?
What is meant by the
Chicago Provisions Market,
He couldn't ?ven talk.
what can you do with a mo'o; term "the quick and the dead,''
Chicago,
July 17. Closing stocks
murder"
a
like
looks
"It
quire
boat?
120
Wheat,
Sept. 111; corn,
July
The big policeman eaid;
Peoria Herald Transcript.
Johnny Them as gits out of the July 69
65
oats, July
Sept.
sunstroke
"Or else a mighty
You can start it 11 you're on to yo'ir way of tin autors an' them as don't.
Sept. 41(35-8- ; pork, July 20.65,
45,
Has hit him on the head."
job;
Brooklyn Life.
Sept. 20.80; lard, July and Sept. 11.65.
You can oil the crank of the thlng
"Not bo," someone did venture,
Kansas City Stock Market.
MARKET REPORTS.
"He courted death, did he;
You can tighten the dingus it It's
Kansas
City, July 17. Cattle 2,000
which
a
He asked
sir,
question
loose,
head, including l.flDO southerns; mar
Resulted fatally.
Then open the valve and turn on the
New
York
Metal.
ket steady. Native steers $4.507.50;
He asked a passing stranger
juice;
Now York, July 17. Lead dull $4.- - soulhern steers $3.755.75; southern
core:
to
the
Perspiring
Put goo on the whizzer and twirl the
cows $2.504.25; native cows
and
304.35; copper dull 13
then "biff." eir,
Say is it hot?
crank,
stockers
and
$2.50
heifers
7.00;
Hel never said no more."
See that the Jigger fits snug on the
New York Money
feeders, $5 505 30; bulls $2.754.25;
Josephus Cone In Boston Herald.
shank,
New York, July 17.
Call money calves $3.757.50; western steers $4,.- If the thing still balks, spite of all
3
ba' 2D6?25; western cows $3 005.25.
nominal;
paper
With much reluctance King George
prime
your care,
600 head; market steady.
Mexican dollars 44.
Sheep
III had decided to let his American You can sit in the stern of the boat silver 50
'
lambs $7 00
Muttons
colonies go.
$4.255.25;
and ewear. Chicago Tribuna.
a
5.50;
8.25; rani.e wethers '$4,000
Chicago Stock Markeu
"Mark my words, though", he Bald,
"What do yoa mean by coming
Cattle 8,000 range ewes $3.254.75.
Cricago, July 17.
"they'll be governed some day by a
monarch ten times as absolute and home at this hour in such a
head; market steady. Beeves $4.85
Call up Main 2 when yon have ny
7.50: Texas steer $4.506.00; west
despotic as I am."
"Well, Mary v&ee I stayed a XX ern steer? $4.806.25: stockera and mews. Tne uptio wants u.
If any doubt exists that his Britan

air.
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On the first day of July we began our Annual
July Clearance Sale. This is the month that
we close out as much Summer Stock as possible so as to make room for the new fall stock
which always arrives during the month of

Table Linen Bargains
Bleached warranted all pure Linen,
beautiful patterns, 72 in wide. . .$1.48
1.50 Bleached warranted all pure Linen,
$1.39
72 inches wide
1.25 Bleached warranted all Linen, 72
$1.10
inches wide
1.00 Bleached Damask, warranted all
8
Linen, 72 in wide
75o Bleached Table Linen, warranted
63c
all Linen, 62 in

$1.75

Lawn Specials

Your opportunity to secure bargains
has never been better. Do not let this month

August.

19

10
H1

lo
7c

NEVER POT DFF TILL

Oil
...

w'

fpil
Men's
.If; Harris ,
Suspenders
29o

Per Cent Off

T9

made in

HT,

It.

4.00

"
"
"
3.00 Patent Colt and Vioi-ki- d
Oxfords, (ladies)
2.75 Vici-ki- d
Oxfords, (ladies)
5.50 Men's Plorsheim Oxfords
"
"
4.50 "
"
4.00 "
. "

3.E0

Debutante Silks, in all the new
9o
shades ...
65c Spider Silks, in pink, light blue,
white and old gold
65o Elastic Veilings, in gray, black and
50o yd
v
navy
A splendid assortment of Ladies
voile and novelty Skirts have just
arrived and are offered at a reduction
of

50c

Ken's
Colored Silks
JHdkfs.
37o

15

'

f

Men's

Imported

Half Hose
--

65c

Men's
Fonr-in-Han-

"

75o

$3.60
3.15
2.70

We are showing good garments in
Petticoats, Gowns, Corset Covers,
Chemises and Drawers at three-fourtof their real value. That is they are
on sale a discount of

L4th,
Pepperell Sheetings and Muslin Reduced,
1014

.

2.48

(,

n

'The

French Balbriggan

Pepperall Sheetings
"
"
"
-

V

914
814

714

29o
27o
250
23o

36

4.05
3.60

SpeciaL

S9o

Short White Apron. Special 39o

$1 95

One-Pieo-

e

House Dresses,....

2.25

$1.35 Ladies' Wrappers all

Store of Quality"

E . Las Vegas

House Dresses,....

Cravenette,

54

in coats

$1350

Rubberized Coats in blue,
brown and black
$9.00

12.50

On all Ladies' Kimonos.

c-

olors,...:

10

Tarda

Genuine
Amoskeag Apron
Check Ginghams,

d

.

e

25 Per Cent Off

Ties
39c

One-Piec-

These are days when the wise person
prepares for the showers which are
coming every day. Our rainy season
is here and it is best to be well
against the water.
$17.60

Gingham Aprons

50o

.13o

pre-par- ed

8.00

$1.00 Long Sleeve Ladies Aprons,.... 75c
35c Short Gingham Apron,
25c
Special,
50c Short' Gingham Apron,

10c
9o

Ladies' Rain Proof Coats.

Kimonos and Wrappers,
$2.50

in Londsale SheetingMuslin.llc

36 in Lonsdale Hope Muslin
36 in Cambric Muslin
36 in Lonsdale Cambric

Ladies' House Dresses,

Under- -

59c garment
wear
50 Mesh and Balbriggan Under39o garment
wear
85o Blue and white Balbriggan Under25o garment
...
wear

....... 4.50

Every pair of Tan Oxfords and Shoes
for man, woman or child, is on sale at
a discount of 15 per eent.

Per Cent.
35c

Patent Colt Oxfords,(ladies)

DXZJtX

tV?',!,

They are made from Nainsooks,
Cambric, Muslins, Laces and Embroideries that will wash.

DO TODAY.

Men's Underwear Reduced

Oxfords on Sale

75o

40c

1- -3

W1AT YCD OUGHT

are

Mr

We Have
:

T80RROW

any Lndg'G Butt in tha Houcq.

It's New

.

Undermuslins

Every article sold will be guaranteed and if not satisfactory
can be exchanged.

33
NiXW.

Our

strictly sanitary factories:

pass by without calling at Bacharach's.

24c

Figured Lawns
"
"
2T)0
"
"
20o
"
lfo "
"
120 ""
"
10c
35o

Muslin Underwear

N.M.

'65c

'

Rubberized Coats, blue snd
....
$11.50
brown,

15.00
98c

American
and .
Simpkins
Calico,
6

yd.'

,.

20o.

ill
Y

Galatea
Cloth,
14c

lA3
Goke, left for Europe this afternoon,
for the
pas: six nionth&. She Is accompanied
on the trip home by her son, Henry

Trustworthy
methods"

!

-

rantee that.

WINTERS
.

Prismeyer.

ttiring the

many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad-- ;
ing with us. "While
working for a business we have been
working for a reputation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfactory deal we gua.

DIG

J

after having beei his guest

,

.

,

A. W. Kromann who Is employed
by Las Vegas Mercantile company,
has gone on a vacation trip to Den
ver, accompanied by' Mrs. Kromann
and child. They will be absent from
the citj about a fortnight
Captain A. S. Brooks, who is repre
senting the U. S. army at the terri
torial militia encampment here, has
been in 8anta Fe to nuperintend the.
shipment of additional equipment and
supplies to the rifle range near this
city.
Have yon a leaky faucst! If so
caU up Main 49, and we will fix it
promptly F. J. Gehrlng.
J. E. Smlthers, a former manager of
the Castaneda hotel here, wa
re
turning ti Albuquerque, last evening
from a month's vacation spent In the
eaaC Mrs. Smlthers and the children
will not return" to the Alvarado !n the
Duke city from Ntw York for aeveral
"jV
'
week& yet
tteen
succeed
R. B. King, who has
ed as day clerk at the Castaneda
hotel by J. K. Brunskin, late of the
Alvarado in Albuquerque, will perhaps
get away tomorrow on his vacation
trip, . accompanied by R. W. Miller,
who has been succeeded as cashier at
the Harvey hostelry by S. Benedlto,
Messrs. King and Miller have both
been called up higher in the Harvey
service and will accept other posi
tions after a little needed relaxation
from arduous and exacting duty.

Brass Beds
posts and six spindles
(not five) :' ,.;."
$16.95 for the $25.00 kind
$21.95 for fhe $3250 kind
only at
-

?

.

'

GO.

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.

out

IN

Max Nrrdhaus returned last night
from another business trip to tin
HEALTHY CONDITION
south.
Hon. T. B. Catron of Santa Pe pas-BeDi M. F. Des Marais, superintend
through tha city this afternoon ent
of schools of the county of San
for. Denver.
has submitted his report for
Miguel,'
C. W. Dalles, Jr., was an incoming
school year, which is of more
the
past
on
passenger from Philadelphia
thai
interest The report
passing
train.
might
the
total
given
ttn
receipts from 'all
the
Frank Thompson arrived
sources
school purposes, .the exfor
dura
indefinite
on
a
of
visit
city today
penditures and cash balance on hand;
tion from Denver.
Rubber hose, positively guaranteed, also the total number of children at
tending school In, rural districts, exat Oehring's,
New
the
at
H. U. Knapp is
Optic clusive of the two townsi The follow'
from Palmyra, N. V.: R. N. Peterson ing report In tabulated form is self- explanatory:
from Salt Lake City.
Partial Report
Eugenei J. H. Roy and C. H. Tyler
fcre in the city again from the town Total number of pupils attendof Roy in MoTa county.
2,470
ing echool
J. A, Starfcey, wife and Mrs.
1.4C0
First grade
are guests at the Eldorado
546
SeconJ grade
hotel from Enid, Oklahoma,
272
Third grade
Dr. A. E. Northwood came to; the
'. . . 328
Fourth grade
city from his home and practice at
Fifth grade .. ,,
;. 107
Wagon Mound last evening.
14
Sixth grade
Stephen Powers came home from
8
Seventh grade
toItrad? last night by way of the
0
Eighth
grade
D. Sr. R. G; railway and Santa Pe.
Total number of teachers
Martin Serrano, a former sheriff of
62
employed
Guadalup-county, left this city today
Male
r,5
Santa
for
by private conveyance
Female
Rosa.
Receipts'
hX us call fo- - your lawn mower
Total receipts, all sources.. $27 705.64
and sharpen it. P J. Gehrtng. Phona
Expenditures
Main 49.
$10,666.35
T. H. Moen reached here this after Salary fo- - teachers
4.920.47
non from the Dakotas, whither lie had All other expenses ....
heel In thfi interests of his real estae
$15,526.82
Total expenses
business.
12.178.82
J. B. Leary, a surgical nurse at Casij balance on hand
is
had
in
Number
districts
cf
that
Fe
Santa
Topeka,
the
hospital
from 6 to 10 mos. school. .... 12
the guest of Dr. H. W. Goelitz here
39
Three to 5 moiubs school
indefinitely.
3
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Van Houten ar One to 2Vj months school
Total number of districts that
rived in the city this afternoon
59
for Oregon, from their home
had school
12
near Shoemaker.
That had no school . . . .
J. H. Frizzell, a car builders' fore Total number districts in county . 71
man for the Santa Fe at Topeka, arriv
ed at the local ra'koad! hospital yesADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS.
terday afternoon.
jonn Reutemann is visiting his famW. A. Strahm of Illinois lately of
ily here from Belen, N. M., where he
N. M., )s preparing to open a
is employed in the mechanical depart- Stanley,
cigar factory on Orand avenue, in the
ment of the Santa Fe.
i
business room next to Pete
vacant
a
L. M. Bogle, wife and Miss McCan-lesCiddo's
tiilor shop.
are staying at Hotel La Pension
from Tupelo, MIjs ; E. L, Thorn from
Sheriff Cleofes Romero will likely
bis home on the upper Pecos.
his trip from Santa Fe to
continue
and
Fly killers, window screens
armed with requisition pa,
California,
screen dcors for sale at Gehrlng's.
a solder, who ia wanted badly
for
pers
49.
Phone Main
to he brought back to this terAntonio Luoero, of La Voz del, Pue enough
ritory.
blo, departed last evening on a busi
ness trip to Taos, N. M, hia Initial
The Illustrated lecture on "Japan
visit to that section of the country.
the Japanese" tomorrow evening
and
Mrs. Senft and daughter, who had
Methodist church offers an
the
at
been visiting here a) few weeks for
of
hour
helpful study of the amazing
for
their
health reasons , departed
of the "Flowery Kingdom"
progress
home at Denison, Ohio this afternoon.
the "Little Giant of the East."
Clemente Padilla is in the city on
a visit to his family from (Domingo, It is expected that the game of base
at which railroad station In the lower ball tomorrow afternoon between the
country he is operating a grading out- New Mexicans and the Santa Fe's
fit
will be witnessed by a large crowd of
Supt p. L. Meyers, of the Rio Gran- people. The latter club is practically
de division of the Santa Fe, passed the
original Solomon Grays of Santa
through on No. 1 this afternoon for Fe, a majority of the players being
San Marcial, traveling in his special militiamen
attending the guardsmen's
ar.
The
territorial
encampment here.
Supt. J. M. Kurn arrived from the game will be called promptly at 2:30
east in his private car this afternoon, on the Bast side grounds
accompanied by Mis. Kurn, who has
been spending some weeks in New
Louis Abramowsky who formerly re
York;
sided in Las Vejaa with his parents,
Linoleum and floor oilcloth at the is now In Oakland Calif.; where he la
lowest prices at Gehrlng's,
making quite aj success' in' the hotel
Douglas avenue.
business. His many friends here
Mrs. William Prismeyer, of: Olen-dor- will "be pleased; to learn that he re
Germany, first cousin of Henry cently bought out Ibe management of
.
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en-rou-
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CAPITAL PAID IM

JAPALAC, every color, at 15c,
'25c, 40c, 75c, only at

Q

M. CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER. Vice President

J.

THE ROSENTHAL

0

D. T. H0SKIN3, Cashier. .
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

Johnson's Floor Wax, 1 lb. can
50c, 2 lb. can 95c, 5 lb. can
$1.95, only at
THE ROSENTHAL

The "Rayo" Nickeled Lamp, with
white dome shades, $1.75,
only at

Blue
Flame Oil Stove, with legs,
at $7.45, only at

It

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

0
0
0

O

O

.

ws

,

--

1 1

THE ROSENTHAL

"The Perfection"

O
O

"1
.

spent is said to be waisted on unnecessary things or indulgen-ce- s.
We remind you of the old adage, "Waste Not Want Not"

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

THE LAS VEGAS SA VINGS BANK

.r

O

0
0
0
0

THE MONEY

ONE-HAL- P

it

will help you to avoid want if yon will let
An aoooont here'
is an insurance against want and a discourager of waste.

THE ROSENTHAL

Stone Jars
12c for
24c for
Stone Jars
36c for 3 gallon Stone Jars
48c for
Stone Jars

.

!K16-51-

8

f.

t

Las Vegas Savings Bank
OFFICE WITH

--

only at

Sa.n Miguel Na.tlorva.1 Dank.

0

THE ROSENTHAL

$1 .00
Premiums given with every
,
i
i.
casn vt
ana upwarus,
saie
WEST SIDE COUNCIL
credit, only at
THE ROSENTHAL
COLDS SPECIAL SESSION

$2.40 for $3.50

hand-mad-

e

five

Comforts,
pound
silkolene covered, only at
all-cott-

instead of 25c for Colgate's
Cashmere Boquet Talc Powder
only at

19c

THE ROSENTHAL
4c dozen for Fruit Jar Rubbers
5c pair for Straw Cuffs
5c bottle of Blue Seal Vaseline
5c bar Oatmeal Cucumber Toilet

Soap

5c bar Witch Hazel Toilet Soap
5c big roll Toilet Paper
5c for two Asbestos Stove Mats

only at
THE ROSENTHAL
$2.75

For
Top Mattresses, full size, only at
All-Cotto-

n

THE ROSENTHAL
$4.95

for $7.50
tresses, full size,
only at
All-Cotto- n

,.

:

SanMiffiielNatioiia manic 0
0
0
of Las Vegas 000.00
0

C1009Q00.00

THE ROSENTHAL
COUNTY SCHOOLS

Mc-Ente-

v

f.

0

'

THE ROSENTHAL

d

'

ooooaoooao. ooooooooeoooooooooeoaoo

'

Brycie Brash and party drove out
rto Harvev'B today.
John T. Potts is la the city from
Denver this afternoon.
Robert M. Evans arrived here from
Los Angeles last night
Edward Swanson was down town
today from Mineral Hill.
S. L. Sharplesa end B. Markle are
In town from Raton today.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson drove
Across country from Mora today.
John Rogers Is a visitor to town
today from his ranch about ten miles

,

v

with,
;

rtvi
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VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Opposite Y.

M. C. A.

Mat-

The first meeting of the board of
trustees of the town of Las Vegas
sfyice June 2 was held in the r.Dunc'l
chan.ber cn the West' side Thursday
night, the mayor and all members being present It was 'a special session
"
called by the mayor.
A petition was presented by property owners on Bridge street praying
that a hydrant that obstructs the flow
of water and banks up on tha sidewalk, be moved to the sidewalk. It
was ordered done with the permission
of the Agua Pura company. ,
Reports of town officials were re
the
ceived and filed. They show
municipality to be in excellent condi
tion, financially and every - other
way.
A thorough cleaning up of the West
side was ordered. The town marshal
was authorized to hire a team and
wagon and employ county prisoners In

WANTED

TO SEE

HOW

IT WAS

Vsur';!:?' lies Was to Emulate

Feat

of the Chickens.

Helen and Roger were staying with
their grandparents.
Although they
were not exactly city children, yel
there were enough new sights and
sounds here to keep them busy asking
questions and trying to find out for
themselves.
The hens fascinated them a good
deal.
At night they would peep into th
henhouse and watch the row of
chickens balanced on the roost
Ing poles.

"Aren't they funny?'" said Roger,
who was the younger of the two.
'They look as If their heads had been
pushed down into their bodies."
"I know it,'V Bald Helen. "But see
their feet curled round the pole so

tightly. I should think it would keep
them awake, holding on so hard."
When Helen asked her father bow it
waj the hens did not get tired out
holding so tightly to the poles, be
said: "Why. they do not have to hold
on. When they sit down their claws
shut up by themselves, and they can't
fall off it they want to, without first
standing up."
"How funny!" exclaimed Roger.
"Next time you see a chicken walk
ing," continued their father, "just notice that when she steps high, her
claws close together the same way
they do when she sits down. If you
were like that you could perch on the
back of a chair all night."
"My!" said Roger, as they reached
the house. "Let me sit up and try
it!" Youth's Companion.
,

the timely and necessary work on
streets and alleys.
The Charles Ilfeld company will be
required to open a ditch which retards
the passage of water through a cul
vert near Its warehouses, also to com
plete a sidewalk that had been oragoi
dered put down some weeks
It was given Jen days in which to
make the improvement.
The clerk was instructed .a procure a cofy of tie session Ias of
New Mexico for the guidance of the LITTLE MONEY FOR INVENTORS.

the Hotel Crellin, one of the largest
in Oakland, and is running it now
to great' advantage. The
young
man, his- - brother, Nestor, and sister,
Eva, are grandchildren of Mrs. N. L board.
members
A comrrittee of three
Rosenthal..
which hac! been appointed to investiDemetrlo
A recenf. real tf.tate tranactlon was gate a complaint filed by
Prlmltlvo
and
Escudero,
Perez
being
the purchase by Dr. H. W. Hermann
fo- - damages due to the openof the former R. C. Rankin property a plea
at the corner of Washington avenue ing of a ttreet adjoining their prem
com
and Eighth stree. It was owned by ises, was granted mora time to
so
that
its
might
work,
jmtice
W. C. Upton, at present rssHlng in plete
be aone to all parties concerned; also
Coffeyvllle. KansM.
hand
a committee having in
the
at
its
street
Church
of
' straightening
intersection with Valencia street was
BASEBALL SCORES
given further time In which to con
fer with interested property owners.
YESTERDAY'S
SCORES
The cleik of the board was ordered
National League.
the building
to contribute, $200 to
At New York
New York 2, Cin fund
of the E. Romero Hose and Fire
cinnati 1.
,.
company, as a green to some weeks
At. Boston Chicago 4, Boston 1.
ago. ,
American League.
The board also voted to appropriate
Detroit, July 17 The Detroit and $14.25 a month lor a period of three
flayed months to make up the amount nec
Waoingtoi teams yesterday
what is believed to be a record game essary for the maintenance of street
for consecutive pcoreless innings in a
lights.
major league contest, the game toeing
incalled at the end of the eighteenth
CONTINUE
EARTHQUAKES
ning nothing to nothing.
IN GREECE
DESTRUCTION
At St. Louis Boston 2, St Louis 1.
17.
There
Athens, Greece, July
At Chicago Chicago 3, New York
were further earthquake shocks in the
1.
Ells today. Two were
3, province cf
At Cleveland
Philadelphia
killed
and
injured in the Milage
fifty
0.
Cleveland
of TJpousisti, where molten lava is
Western League.
v
At Damlza
flowing from the ground.
At Omeha Omaha 11, Pueb'o 5.
four were killed and 24 injured.
Ar Des Moines Des Moires 5, Den
ver 0.
GLENN H. CURTIS BREAKS
At Lincoln Lincoln 6, Wichita 2.
YEAR'S AEROPLANE RECORDS
At Sioux City Sioux City 8, Topeka
Mineola, N. Y., July 17. Glenn H.
Curtis, In an aeroplane, broke the
Coast League.
a
by
Ac San Francisco Oakland , Los year's records th'.s morning
24.7
of
over
miles
Ihe
Hempflight
Angeles 1.
San Francisco 4, stead plains course in 52 minutes and
At Los Angeles
30 seconds, thereby
winning the
Vernon 2.
Scientific
American
cup.
3,
Sacra
At Sacramento Portland
mento 1.
The Romero Pook company is a
American Association i
All
side organization.
2, Toledo new West
Af Columbus-'Columb- us
Spanish books not kept In stock will
1.
Indianapolis 1, be ordered for customers who are afAt Indianapolis
forded th- - advantage of lower prices
I ouisville 3.
A. St. Paul S. Paul l, Minneapo than they themselves could obtain.
:
Don Benlgno Romero Is the moving
lis B.
Kansas City 4.' spirit in the new company. His ofAt Kansas City
'
South
fice is at his. residence - jn
Milwaukee S.
Pacific street the distributing depot
the pnnular family
Telephone, your news items tu,Tne for. La Sanadora,
'
remedy.
Optic, Phone Main S.
.
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British Admiralty Niggardly In Its
wards to Clever Workmen.

Re-

DAM
Opening Dance tonight at

Rosen-

thal Hall. Free admission; dancing
5 cts per dance.

Class For Dancing
Beginners class starts next Monday
night at 8:00 o'clock.

Fred"Freel FrccI
the first fifteen Ladies to enroll will
receive their tuition FREE.
The first fifteen Gentlemen will receive their tuition for OMe Dollar.
After the above number has enrolled
the usual tuition will be charged.
Ladies three dollars; Gentlemen five
dollars.
The book will be open for enrollment
tonight at 8:00 o'clock. No one can
join the class after 8:00 o'clock Monday night. The term consists of tea
lessons.

M. W.

Cain.

The lords of the British admiralty
Issued a circular to the officials of the
various naval dockyards some time
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
ago in which a system of payment for
suggestions made by the workmen emEast Las Vegas, N. M.
ployed in all departments was introLetters remaining uncalled for the
duced. This, It was hoped, would encourage the men, 'but the scheme is wee. ending July 16, 1909:
now practically defunct owing to the
Armijo, Luis; Bragan, Dr. R. H.;
extraordinary parsimony of the admir- Ca3lgne, Jesus; Gutierrez, Miss Ade'.a
alty officials.
O de; Green, H. D.; Lee Boyer. Mrs.
The
workmen manifested keenness

In applying their minds to mechanical J.; Lucero, Higinio;

appliances for saving labor and cost,
but after waiting for months received
a few paltry dollars as their rewards.
Some of the inventions are valuable
and will save the country large sums of
money, but in no case has any man
received more than $25 for his ingenuity. The men complain that they have
spent their spare time in patient study
to receive in return grants which are
ridiculous.
As an instance of the admiralty's
niggardliness one man submitted an
Invention which enables a diver in difficulties under water to attach anothei
air pipe and cut the pipe which is en
tangled in wreckage. TJntiUthls in
genious device was submitted such a
thing was thought impossible. The ad
miralty officials adopted the Idea and
awarded the clever inventor the sum

Lang, Gsorge;
Martinez; Lupe; Marian, Sr. M.; Martin. Wm C; Phillips, H. B.; Slebert,
Fred J.; Shaler, Mrs. H. W.; The National Fraternity; Wright, Chas; Wilson Frank; Wilson, Hugh; Whalen,
Wm.

Letters held

fo-

- postage: Mrs.

Millington, Granbury, Texas;
Geo. A. Ball, Lamy, N. M.

S.

C

Mrs.

Postcaros tield for postage and bet-

ter directions: Mrs. Margaret Bocold.
Menlo, Iowa; Mrs. Thos.

F. Doyle,
Mrs. McMartha,
5th
533 Market, Camden.
When calling for the above please
say "advertised."
F. O. BLOOD. P. M.
933

of $15.

Help for Those Who Have Stomach

If people with, symptoms of kidney
or bladder trouble could realize their
danger they would without loss of
time commence taking Foley's Kid
ney Remedy. This great remedy
stops the pain and the irregularities.
strengthens and builds up these or
gans and there is no danger of
Bright's disease or other serious dis
order. Do not disregard the early
symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

Trouble.
After doctoring for about twelve
years for a bad etomach trouble, and
spending nearly five hundred dollars
for medicine and doctors' fees, I purchased my wife cne box of Chamber-Iain- 's
Stomach and Liver TaUets,
which did her so much good that she
continued to use them and they have
done her more good than all of the
medicine I bought before. Samuel
Boyer, Folsom, Iowa. This medicine
is for sale by all dealers, Samples
free.

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
'
of Lixs Vegas.
We are now making the finest beer in tb.8 Southwest.
Boost
home industry and telephone yonr orders to ns for either4' keg or
' T
bottle beer.''
j
j
-

:
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yearly stipend of JSO.OOO to her generCALLS FOR LARGE SACRIFICES.
osity, and when, last of all, I remind
you that this might mean not only a
Ministerial Work M.n3 Givir.
Up
suit for breach of promise, but a
Idea of Worldly Acvancerr.ent.
charge of attempted bigamy, you will
ii
Had we ministers trained and worked
appreciate my desperate predicament,
and If you can formulate any plan
for a business life as we train and
f
By Florence Kingston Hoi man
work for the ministry, and lived as
whereby I may escape from this critical situation, let me say that you
economically as we have In the mindraw on me for one thousan- d- Which had Spread Dver Face, Body
may
istry, many of us could have accumutCopyriKht, liy J. U. ljppiucutt CoJ
no, two thousand dollars, and count,
lated fortunes ere this. I should like
and Arms Swellings were as
r
to know if there is any class of men
win moreover, on my patronage for life."
Robinson stood at. the
Large as a Dollar When they
hair fairly
on earth who get more out of the use
Robinson's
dow and gazed dejectedly into tbe
of their money than the ministers.
Broke, Sores would Not Heal
street. Without, a shining brass sign rose at this proposition, and like an
of
V
recollection
came
Show me any other class of men on
the
of
John
Inspiration
residence
the
Suffered 3 Years.
proclaimed
earth with an average salary of $12
.Robinson, D. D. S., but this, alas! wis sundry feminine garments at that mo
Two
a week who dress so well, live so well,
,the only luminous thing In Robinson's ment hanging In his closet
WELL
AND
SOUND
and
MADE
Marston
Mrs.
when
educate their families so well, give so
or
before,
otherwise.
nights
prospect Introspective
'
much and save so much for a rainy
He was a clever young fellow, and Carrie had come np from Hillcrest to
BY 3 SETS OF CUT1CURA
day, and I will yield my point Busihad graduated from tbe College of accompany him to tbe theater, they
so severe a
ness men rarely realize the sacrifice
Dentistry with honors, but there it had been overtaken by
trouble began about three years
ministers make. I once tried to perhad endtd. In a word, he hadn't got storm that the latter had borowed his ago"My
scattered
black swellinra
muffler for her over with little
a man of large possessions, who
a
silk
mackintosh
and
suade
In
would
neck.
and
was
face
They
really
my
on, and tbe fact that it
la making $23,000 a year, to give up
but they would leave little)
no wise his fault didn't make the head sooner than run any risk of disappear
black soars that would itch at times so
'
her new hat and cloak.
his business and accept a position In
reality any easier to bear. He had left spoiling
I couldn't keep from scratching them.
our denominational work, which would
With a mental photograph of his be Larger
iHilicrest for New York feeling sure
swellings would appear in the
bring him In $2,500. He almost had a
place and they wera so painful I
that a big place was likely to produce loved's horrified countenance, Robin same
bear it and my clothes
could
fit at the very suggestion. We do not
bigger results than a small one. Then son set about collecting her proper would hardly
to the sores. The first
stick
classmates who
envy our business
doctor I Vent to said tbe disease was
there was Carrie! Carrie Marston and ties.
won fame or accumulated wealth,
worse
have
the
trouble
but
got
Whitehouse
Mr.
only
scrofula,
for
three
been
had
persuaded
Having
engaged
already
;he
for in so doing they have had to forego
spread. By this time it was all over
lone rears.
Altogether, he felt to conceal his substantial proportions and
my arms and the upper part of my
the heavenly privileges which we have
In
then
and
cloak
Carrie's
cherished
mood
desperate, and as he gazed
body in big swellings as large as a dollar.
It was so painful that I could not bear enjoyed. We do not want to be pitied,
ily forth his attention was suddenly to resume the dental chair, he draped
we are not objects of charity, and we
to lie on my back at night. The second
arrested by the sight of a portly old his nether limbs with a much be- - doctor
pronounced my disease inflamare contented with our lot Rev. Dr.
him
ruffled
cover
silk
table
the
came
(presented
who
up
leaping
mation of the lymphatic glands. lie
gentleman
they Curtis Lee Laws, In Leslie's Weekly.
street as though he were sprinting on by Carrie as a Christmas gift), re stopped the swellings, but when heal.
not
flecting as he complacently surveyed would break the places would
the track.
He tried everything that he could but
from
the
folds
which,
flowing
graceful
Robinson.
REAL LIVELY SPORTING EVENT.
said
He
I might be cured
ejaculated
to no effect.
"Humphl"
time. I bought
'"Well, he can't keep up that gait the chair, so well simulated a skirt. but it would take along
set of the Cuticura Remedies and used
long, for apoplexy will put a stop to that possibly he might have risen athem
to directions and in less All Sorts of Things Happened at
his little game, whatever It may be,1 more rapidly to fortune as window than aaccording
co-Chewing
week some of the places were
Marathon.
as
a
store
than
and then he almost lost his breath as draper for department
nearly well. I continued with the Cutiuntil I had used three
the old gentleman bolted up his own a D.D.S. He then pulled a Japanese cura Remedies
"No sport around here?" drawled
screen close behind the chair, thus sets, and now I am sound and well.
IdoorBtep, rang the bell furiously, and
lasted
three years from the the old storekeeper at Bacon Ridge, redisease
Tbe
his
bead
of
the
with an anxious look behind entered completely concealing
time it commenced until I was cured.
flectively. "Why, young man, yeou are
out
the vestibule, closing the door with a patient from anyone entering the Before Christmas something brokehands
off. Teou just should have been
away
brother's
old
seven
on
outer room, at the same time placing
year
my
bang that shook the house.
iiround here last Saturday night and
in the form of large sores. I tried every'
In
a
new
Carrie's
hat
conspicuous
no effect
seen our tobacco-chawinRecollecting how long it usually
Marathon."
thing I could think of but to
of Cuticura
took his landlady's maid of all work place upon the table. Hardly were until I happened to think him.
"Tobacco-chewinMarathon?"
gaspcured
Also,
one
these
when
and
application
arrangements completed
to answer the bell, and feeling sure
drummer In surnot long ago, my sister got a bad burn ed the
the
doorbell
rang
violently.
must
be
the
serious,
Cutithat
emergency
on her ankle. I have been using
prise.
After a few loud words In the pas cura on that and it gave her scarcely
Robinson ran to open the door, and
"Tes, sirree! It was the liveliest
O.
trouble.
Jj.
Wilson,
of
heels
any
furyear,
high
the old gentleman, still panting from sage there was a clatter
sporting event In the state. Yeou see,
of silken petticoats Tenn., Feb. 8, 1908."
his recent exertions, bounded in with and the frou-froold Squire Weatherby claimed that
Warm baths with Cuticura Soap, gen
jsuch haste thai he narrowly escaped as a blond female of most engaging tle anointings with Cuticura Ointment
he could chaw more tobacco in an
into
the
afford
of
the
Robinson
Cuticura Pills,
appearance pranced excitedly
Into,
and mild doses
loverturnlng
hour than any man In the village. Seth
a
to
folding-doorrelief
room
immediate
and
the
and stood between
speedy
stand.
point
of torturing, disfiguring humors
Wheatley took him up. Wall, as the
endeavoring to command at- cure
"My dear sir my dear doctor let
of the skin, scalp and blood of infants,
crowd was standing around and bet
tention.
fails.
else
Is
all
when
name?"
apolothe
what
and
children
adults,
tine see,
ting on their favorites and Seth had
to
Cutlnir
the
Cl'unw
5c.)
(J
Cntlcurs
Soup
8tn,
said
Madam,"
Robinson, Indignant Ointment
gized the visitor.
)
to Heal the Hkm and Cuticura
chawed up six plugs, a little piece
(50c.). (or In tne form of Chocolate Coate
"Robinson," mildly supplemented ly, "I must beg your to withdraw Im Resolvent
25o. per vial of 60) to Purify tbe Blood. Sola
slipped down his throat and made him
Chem.
world.
.the dentist, as he righted his equi- mediately. I am in the midst of a Wis,
Potter
the
Drug
Corp.
throughout
sneeze. Wall, sir, there was a case of
Props., Boston. Mass.
librium.
painful operation, and they should Solerllalled
Free. Cuticura Book on Bain Diseases.
fine pepper at that end of the counter
RobDr.
at
have
informed
the
door
that
"Oh! indeed! to be sure.
you
and as Seth sneezed the pepper went
inson. Will you that Is to say, could I could not be disturbed."
Explorer's Tribute to Japan.
up in a cloud, and then everybody
down
you examine my teeth without desaid
the
Sir,"
lady, calming
Writing in the London Times, Dr. sneezed. Some of It got in old man
of
In
Is
I'm
fact
The
something
somewhat under the Influence of Ills Svea Hedin, the celebrated Asiatic ex
lay?
Hardapple's eyes and he pulled off his
a hurry."
Imperative tones, "I must ask you to
of Japan and the Japan- coat and wanted to fight Then some,
"So I had noticed," Robinson was pardon this unwarrantable Intrusion, plorer, says
Wide body upset the stove and scared the
"Wonderful country!
ese:
beginning, when remembering profes but I am in great trouble. I am seek awake, lovable, joyful people.
How cat. When it was all over Josh Weasional dignity, he went on: "Yes, sir, ing for a very dear friend I might
old, exhausted and gray life is in other therby found his watch had been
If
will
can
I think I
manage It,
you
add, my affianced husband, Mr. White- countries of Asia compared to that of stolen by a horBe trader who had
kindly lay aside your coat and take house."
(Here the patient's Jegs the Land of the Rising Sun, where In to get warm. Sport? Wall, crept
give
the chair."
trambled so violently that Robinson every man goes to work silently and me a tobacco-chawinMarathon every
With a sigh of relief the old gen In turn trembled for his draperies.)
and the women smile even time."
tleman divested himself of his outer "I saw him enter a residence within dutifully,
when the rain Is coming down in
ot
Into
the depths
garments, and sank
this block, and am at present making streams from the dull gray heavens.
e
ithe dental chair as though It repre what might almost be called a
Closing the Question,
A people who believe In themselves,
sented to him a bed of ease rather
The Sunday school teacher, being
search" (with a nervous their own greatness, their own future;
Ithan the throne of torture.
laugh), "as my business with him is a people steeped to the marrow In loy- aware that the rector Intended visiting the church during this Sabbath's
"My dear Dr. Robinson," the latter of a very pressing nature."
alty, sense of duty, perseverance and school
finally managed to articulate, "I feel
"You see plainly for yourself,
session, drilled her little class
a progressive and Indus
patriotism,
I owe you an explanation, and I will madam," said Robinson, blandly, "that trious people, awake, intelligent and on such Important questions as "Who
endeavor to be as brief as possible." I am the only male occupant of these well Informed In all the ways of life." made them," etc., until he felt sure
"I am, I would have you to under- rooms, nor have I the pleasure of
mar. snouia tne clergyman deign to
stand, a man of most exemplary hab- knowing the gentleman in question.
quiz her charges they would do themGladstone's Four Great Masters.
selves and her credit
its, generally speaking, but we all
The other apartments- in this house
The
figure of Aristotle by the emiah! have our moments of relaxation, being all rented to middle-ageladies
Hardly had she so concluded, when
and so I oh! confound it, perhaps of highest respectability, I cannot en- nent sculptor G. Walker has recently the church door opened and In strode
you know how it la yourself?" Rob- courage your further search, and been placed In the niche prepared the rector,, who passed along the rows
inson bowed, and his patient resumed: once more must Insist upon your with- for it outside the south wall of the of buzzing pews until he reached this
"Last night I dined with some drawing." With which ultimatum he residence. It Is the gift of Dean Lin- very cluster of pupils, which he at
friends, and may perhaps have been firmly conducted the dashing blonde, coln and Mrs. Wickham. The four once proceeded to take in hand.
a little injudicious in the amount of now almost hysterical, to the outer niches outside St. Dciniois are intend"Now, my boy," asked he, picking
great out a youngster In the end
wine I drank. After dinner we went door,
a deaf ear to all her ed for the figures of those four
of the
turning
GladMr.
were
who
men
regarded by
to the theater, where my friends pro- entreaties for assistance in
tracing stone as his chief masters Aristotle, pew, "who made you?"
cured a box; and later they prevailed her truant lover.
"God made me," blurted the youth,
St. Augustine, Dante and Bishop Butupon me to go behind the curtains and
Having Been her safely In the ler. Three are now In position, all of glancing appealingly at his more
make Miss Zaza Flashlight's acquainthe
his rooms, care- them the work of Mr. Walker. It only familiar teacher. Then suddenly enance. All this, you will readily under- streets,
her eyes, he boldly faced
both doors, and rejoined remains for that of
fully
locking
Bishop Butler to couraged by
stand, was harmless in the extreme, the
vlotim, who, minus cloak be given to complete the set Hawar-de- n the minister and added, unexpectedly,
but It was perhaps a trifle unwise of and unhappy
"an' he made the whole bunch!"
table cover, sat mopping his wet
Parish Magazine.
me to ask Miss Flashlight and several
Circle Magazine.
brow.
I
of her company to be my guests at
said
"I
may
say,
he,
"My
mend,"
All in a Green Mantle.
supper after the play. We had a
dear friend, I am forever
Shake Into Your Shoes.
merry time, sir, a very merry time, my very
Nature,
waking at the song of wood- resto
for
have
you
command,
Foot-Easthough my recollections of the affair, yours
can
or
as
weave
she
and
a powder. Re
Allen's
only
pearl
me
from the most deucedly awk
cued
beyond the fact that we all ate con- ward
Down
wear.
the
of
by
Teign,
margin
of
life.
Even
nervous feet
my
lieves
now,
scrape
smarting,
painful,
siderable and drank rather more, are,
consider myself en- where she murmured through a vale and
I may say, exceedingly hazy. I spent however,
and
nails,
instantly
as
ingrowing
leaves
of
and
reflected
wakening
the night at a hotel, and awoke this tirely out of danger, but must ask the phodels bending above her brink, the takes the
out
of
corns
and bun- of
stings
shelter
your hospitable roof until
morning with a terrible headache and
valley was born again In a very pa Ions. It's the
cover
under
of
the
diswhen,
comfort
evening,
greatest
of
the Impression
of golden green that dappled
having passed
I can safely depart In a geant
Foot-Eas- e
Allen's
through a prolonged nightmare. Ar- darkness,
of
the
clothed
all
the
branches
age.
woods,
covery
gray
riving at my office, I found among my cab."
and boughs anew, ran flower-footemakes tight or new shoes feel easy.
So there all day he remained, and
letters this ah bombshell!" producover the meadow, hid nests of happy It Is a certain cure for sweating, cal
a
one
for
it
Robinson.
busy
proved
note
a
Robinhe
to
which
offered
ing
birds In every dell and dingle and lous, swollen, tired, aching feet Try
First an Inquiry was sent for a state
son, who read aloud as follows:
spread luxuriant life above the ruin it
room
on
ocean
an
the
liner, sailing
today. Sold by all druggists and
"Amos Whitehouae, Esq., 110 Broadway,
ot the year that was gone. Eden
Kew York City. My Beloved: After a following day. This soon brought an
25c
in
stores. By mall for
shoe
ot
"The
Children
the
Mist"
nlrht of feverish unrest, for how could affirmative answer; and a second Phllpotts,
Don't accept any substitute,
stamps.
In view T I
I sleep towith uch happiness
remember I had promised you epistle was dispatched to Mrs. Whiteawoke
Some people are eo tireless that Trial package FREE. Address Allen
n answer by ten o'clock this morning. house, In which her loving husband
S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. Y.
Tes, dearest, I will be your owney doney broke the joyful news and bade her they positively become tiresome.
wifle. and almost bpfore you read this I
to accompany him, deplor
will be at your office to arrange about get ready
ing the fact that a few last matters of
dates, etc Till then, your lovey dovey,
"Zaza.'
great Importance would require his
As Robinson read the last words the attention and keep him from her side
old gentleman resumed In great agi- until the evening. Lastly, his partner
was sent for, and as much information
tation:
"When I tell you, my' dear sir, that as seemed desirable confided to his
It was then 10; 15, and that even as I keeping, and when at length the
OF AGRICULTURE
looked from my second-floo- r
office shades of evening descended upon the
White-house
AND MECHANIC ARTS
window I saw approaching a figure aforesaid dwelling, Mr. Amos
(having first sent Robinson to
that I instantly recognized as Miss
To promote Liberal and
Flashlight's, you may Imagine my feel reconnoitre) crept, a sadder, and
wiser man, into the waiting cab.
ings. I grabbed my hat and
Practical Education,"
and allowing her enough time to In
As he wrung Robinson's hand in
HADLEY MALL
MORRILL ACT OF 1862)
quire her way to my office and take parting he said tremulously:
Administration Building
s
8Upported by fa ynited St?le,
the elevator, I boarded the down-ca- r
sha n t feel positively safe till I'm
Government and the Territory of New Mexico. Gives practical
and fled from the building Just after actually on the ocean, but again let
me thank you from the bottom .of my
started on its Journey.
the r
Thus fits
1 training in the industries, as well as general education.
tore madly up the street" (Robinson heart for your kindness.. From this
This is
conditions.
its students for successful life under present-da- y
smiled, remembering), "but Just; be- day forward you shall care for the
not a school for the favored few. It is Everybody's College.
fore I reached your door I glanced be teeth of every member of my family
College Courses (four years) in Agriculture, Mechanical, Electrical and Cvil
hind and saw her in hot pursuit. She with whom I have a particle of influ
Engineering, Household Economics, Commerce and General Science, Requirement!
WPf,
was more than a block away, but even ence, and meanwhile I beg you to acentrance and graduation the tame as in the best colleges and technical schools.
1 (or
at that distance Miss Flashlight might cept this trifling expression of my
Preparatory Course (four years) equal to best city high schools.
Courses (four years) in Agriculture, Practical Mechanics, Business
be easily ahem! remarked.
eternal gratitude" (which was a check
9 andIndustrial
Domestic Science, for boys and girls who do not expect to take a college course.
"The rest you know. I took refuge to the order of J. V. Robinson for
Open to students who have completed the eighth grade in the common schools.
here, but I realize only too well that $2,000). .
and Spanish Stenography (one of two years), r
Stenography
within a very few minutes my hiding
"Truly," said Robinson, as the cab
n
buildings. Splendid Equipment Bert ubrarr in trie Tenacity. Fsculrr tt
to
domukxie.
is
bound
be
Comfortable
and
and
into
a
Expenses low. Unusual opportunities fox sell support.
rolled
chair
place
discovered,
away,
sinking
Address tJie President
Write for Catalogue
when I tell you, my dear sir, that my he gazed, still half incredulous, at
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. MEX.
W. E. GARRISON
beloved wife, already twice widowed the check In his hand, " 'There is
when I married her, is of a peculiarly tide In the affairs of men, 'which taken
that I owe my at the flood leads on to fortune.'"
Jealous
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BOSS PATENT FLOUR

first-floo-

well-brushe- d

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD
i

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

'

:

Tobac-

Wholesalers of
General Merchandise
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

g

Mall Orders Promptly Pilled.

g

corn-starc-

h

u

Tbs

jUmnal New Mexico Fair

Twenty-Nint-h

a

AND

;

(Mh-.-

Exposition.

R-esources

j.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. OCT. II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.
President Taft will be There.
v

A Real Airship

One That Flies.

A $20,000. Exhibit of Amusements and Resources.
A Marathon Race, the First Ever Pulled Off in the
Southwest.

g

house-to-hous-

.

-

$6,500. in Purses for Harness and Running Races.
$1,500. in Prizes for Amateur Baseball for Championship
of Southwest.
.

.

Great Display of New Mexico's Natural Resources.
Every County in New Mexico Will Have An Exhibit
of Her Mineral Wealth.

Every Kind of New and Instructive Amusement Will be
Provided.
Our Hotels and Restaurants Are Amply Able to
comodate All Who May Visit Our City.

For further information, entry blanks, etc., address
retary W. G. TIGHT, President.
JOIIX B. McMANUS, Secretary.

0X3
171

e,

d

s
jjj

up-ca-

ft

De-e-

,

thirty-eig- !.

Sec-

l fill
Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

Faro For tne Round Trip.r
Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs
Denver
Kansas City, Rio .......

$11.90

m

$13.70
..$16.60
$31.30

St. Louis. .. .V.
Chicago, tit

.. ...

$40.30
$46.30

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding; other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.

R. W. HOYT,
Agent.

Hew Mexico College

top-coa- t,

Ac-

.

The toper's peck of trouble Is
ways full and slopping over.

al-

Terribly 8calded
Is something we hear or read about
every day of our Uvea. Burnt and
scalds either slight or serioua are
bound to happen In your family; be
prepared by having a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment handy. It re
lieves the pain instantly and quickly
ceais ice ourn. oia oy tjemer hiock
Depot Drug Co.

Think what you please but keep
most of your thoughts to yourself.
A Night Rider's Raid.
The worst night riders are calomel,

croton oil or aloes pills. They raid
your bed to rob you of rest. Not so
with Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
never distress or inconvenience, but
always cleanse the system,' curing
colds, headache, constipation, malaria,
25c at, all druggists.

is it that a fat woman seldom
An idle rumor is about as busy as hasWhy
a "disagreeable temper?
a pesky house fly.
Delay in commencing treatment for
Twenty-Fiv- e
Cents Is the Price of a slight irregularity that could have
Peace.,
been cured
by Foley's KidThe terrible itching and smarting, ney Remedy quickly
result in a
may
incident to certain skin diseases, is kidney disease. Foley's Kidney Remalmost instantly allayed by applying edy builds np the worn out tisue
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents. and strengthens these organs. O. G.
For sale by all druggists.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co,
se-io-

as

LAS VEGAS

....

Till" W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.
Lu

Bat

In

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
AdrlaD Rabeyroll?,
CONCEPTION

Short Orders and Regular Dinners

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
,

A. T.

A.

DIRECTORY
PHYSICIANS.

pastor.

a. m.; secFirst mass at
ond mass at 10 a. m. Sunday school
In English at 3 p. m., ia Spanish at 4
p. m. Rosary and benediction of the
blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. m.
Catechism tor English speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speaking children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
on Saturday at 9 a. m.

Regular
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
CHURCH OF CUR LADY OF SORfirst sad
ROWS, Rev. Paul Gilberton, Pastor-Fir- st
DENTIST
1
tMrd Thuisday
mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
Both
Crockett Building.
pach month. Visit-la- Suite 4,
8
m.
a.
Sermon m English for the
phones at office and residence.
brothers cordialchildren. Hymns rendered by the
tl invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. 11,
children under the direction of the
DR. G. L, JENKINS
Cass. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
Sisters of Loretto.
Third mass at
10 a. m. Sermon in Spanish. Masses
DENTIST
in Gregorian chant or in musb,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. J.
rendered by a choir of mixed voices.
ex
Knights Templar. Regular
Over Hsdgcock's Shoe 8tore
At 7 p. m., vespers and benediction.
& eonclave second Tuesday la
Phone Vegas 79
X.
sach month at Masonic
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE SOCIETY
rwnple. 7:89 p. m. Joha 8. CUrk,
DENTIST
services every Sunday morn-'.nR.
F.
Regular
LORD,
. e., Charlsa Tamme, Recorder.
11 o'clock and Wednesday evat
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
ening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall
ROT8.
NO.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand Pioneer Building.
All are welcome.
Regular
tJ Arch Masons.
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
LnTocatloa first KoBCayJn Maim 67.
St PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
'
corner
National avenue and Eighth
Masonic
at
each month
Revi
J. 8. Moore, Rector.
street,
ATTORNEYS.
Temple, 7:30 p. m. M. B.
Sixth Sunday tfter Trinity. July
H.
has.
wfltlnma. H. P..
18, 1909 Holy communion 730: SunGEORGE H. HUNKER
jlsorleder. Secretary.
day school 9:45; morning prayer and
Attorney at Law
sermon' 11. No evening service.
New
This church is open dally for priNO. 1
Las
Block.
Vegas,
LODGE
DORADO
Veeder
Office:
EL
vate
prayer and meditation.
Mexico.
-

J

g

Chanoellor Command-

er.
YT.

D. KENNEDY.

Keeper of Record and
Seal.
SALBY LODGE,
NAL UNION

LODGE,

L

O.

O.

E. MORRI80N

J. THORNlllll, Florist

NO. 77, FRATEROP AMERICA

Mets first and third Wednesday of
each month at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. Chas. Trambley. F. M.;
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. WaInvited.
tting members cordially

sutrtekaH

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH Cor. National and Eighth.
H. Van Valkenburgh, pastor.
At 11 a. m., the opportunity for reCivil Engineer and Surveyor
ception of new members will be f lven.
The pastor wl'.l speak on. "A ComOffice: Wheeler Bldg- - E. Las Vegas
GEORGE

F--

Floral Designs for Weddings,
etc. Cut
Parties, Funerals,
on hand.
Flowers always
TREES PRUNED

AND

GARDENING

attended to.

,

meets second and fourth Thursday
I.
evenings of each month at the
O. O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Beckbr,
N. G.;. Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V. Q.;F. Dailey. Scretry; AdoMrs.
lane Smith, Treasurer.

506 Grand Ave.,
Phone Main 167.
Opposite San Miguel Bank.
East Las Vegas, N.M.

'nii't I sell you a talking ma
chine?" asked the agent persuasively,
"Not on your life," answered the
9. P. 0. B. MEETS SECOND AND good deacon. "My wife's sewing cireach cle meets here three evenings a
evenings
tonrth Tuesday
month at O. R-- C. hall. Visiting week."
brothers are cordially invited. W.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. Con-on- , Help for Those Who Have Stomach
Trouble.
secretary.
After doctoring for about twelve
EASTERN STAR. REGULAR
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
fourth cnonrHne- - nearlv five hundred dollars
and
becond
and doctors' fees, I purThursday evenings of each month. for medicinewife one box of Chamberchased my
All visiting brothers and Bisters are
lain's Stomach and Liver Tar.lets,
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A. which did her so much good that she
Chaff In, wothy matron; Mrs. Ida continued to use them and they have
done her more good than all ot the
Beellnger, secretary.
medicine I bought before. Simuel
;
,
Folsom, Iowa. This merticlne
Boyer.
L O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. is for sale by all dealers, samples
at free.
;
.
4, meets every Monday evening
their hall In Sixth Btreet All visitWigg "What do you consider the
ing brethren cordially invited to at most remarkable
thing about ScribW.
tend. George Lewis, N. G.; C.
novel?"
new
Wagg 'There Is
bler's
J- Werta.
McAllier V. G.;
It whose name
In
butler
an
English
tecretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer; isn't James.
C. V, Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
v.

n

'

NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
.at
tiM102, meets every Fr!y
their hall In the Schmidt buildlng;
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
dlally welcome. Jas. N. Cook, president; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
,

OF COUJMBUS. COUNmeets second and
804,
fourth Thursday. O. R. C. hall, Pioneer bldg.
Visiting members are
cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton,
G. K.;, E P. Maekel. F- - S.

SCNIGHTS
CIL No

r.

O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
Tuesday evenings each month, at
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit-lebrothers pe cordially Invited.
Jno Thornhlll, president; E. C
Ward. Secretary.

g

IN FRATERNAL
Brotherhood hall every second and
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
ran. Visiting brothers always welcome to th
James R.
wigwam
Lowe, sachem; Waite H. Davis,
shlef of record and collector of
wamsnm.

IUEDMEN, MEET

f.

B. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 545, L
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes

of the month In the
' tay
room of
I

Temple Monteflore,

aenue and Ninth street
Cha

vestry
Boug-!a- s
Visit-ta-

g

brothers are cordially Invited.
Greenclay, eresldsst; Rabbi J.
I

even

17, 1909

ANION

Amel-

The Philippine Women's club the
first of Its kind in the Philippines, Is
struggling to supplement Its work of
supplying sterilized milk to sickly,
Infants by establishing a small
maternity hospital and a training class
for maternity nurses. This club was
due to a suggestion from Miss Conception Felix, who was at the' time a
student of law ar,4 who In the course
of her studies became Interested in the
woman movement in the western
countries. This was In the summer of
1905, and Miss Felix's suggestion was
so enthusiastically received that a
club with a membership of several
hundred native women was quickly
formed.
Having determined to establish a
center for the distribution of pure
milk, the club gave a garden party in
the palace grounds for the purpose of
raising the necessary funds. More
than $2,500 was cleared at this entertainment and the sterilizing apparatus
was imported from Paris. A building
was contributed by Dr. Doherty and
the work begun under the personal
supervision of a number of
'
Filipino physicians.
At present the number of children
cared for is between 50 and 75. The
sterilizing department is said to be a
little model of its kind.
well-know- n

SPEED CONTESTS

WITH

BULLS.

Form of Sport That Is Extremely Pop-

ular

in

HELPFUL WORDS

3 FlLIPIt.-- J.

Ill-fe-

M.

Knights of Pythias
meet everj Monday
evening in Castle
Ball, Visiting Knights
are cordially Invited.
I. P. HAVENS.

JULY

Women's Club Responsible for
ioration of Conditions.

610 Lincoln Avenue

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

CHAPMAN LODGE) NO.

PULPIT AND CHOIR LOFT

Vegas.

Pbooes .Office and Residence

"THE LOBBY

SATURDAY,

GOOD WCRK

UNDERTAKiriG PAHLOHS

The only exclusive undertaker

DAILY OPTIC,

Burma.

A form of sport very popular in
Burma Is bull racing. These contests
are largely attended by the natives,
who bet considerable sums of money
on the result A native sportsman
who owns one of these bulls, values it
at $12,000, and it Is said to bring him
in an annual Income of from $5,000 to
$7,000.

In Hagenback's famous zoo in Hamburg, Germany, are to be found several
specimens of giant tortoises from the
Galapagos islands. These monsters
weigh several hundred pounds each,
and have become quite tame. Frequently the German youngsters utilize them
in races. The riders mount upon the
backs of their ungainly steeds, and
holding before the animal's mouths a
head of lettuce attached to a rod, urge
them on to greater speed until the end
of the course Is reached
Sunday

forting Message for Summer."
Epworth League meeting at 7 p. m.
at 8 p.
Illustrated sermon-lectur- e
on
and
the
m.,
Japanese. This
"Japan
lecture will be the fourth of ' the
series, and promises to be, If anything, th) most interesting one yet
Magazine.
given.,
All are cordially Invited to particiSneezing as an Art.
pate in these services.
"Yesterday," said the pretty girl, "I
met a sneezing teacher. I don't mean
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Meade Ervin Dutt, pastor. Services a teacher who sneezes, but a person
who teaches other people how to
in National Guard Armory, Douglas sneeze. ' I had
always understood that
'
m,
avenue. Bible school at 9:45 a.
New York attracts instructors in every
Subject at 11 o'clwck, "Lights in the art known to modern education, but a
World." Subject at .8 p. m.. "DeylnK professor of sneezing struck nie as a
'
decided novelty.
God"
"I am going to take a few lessons
All are Invited to these services.
The professor argues that he is a very
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH useful member of society. Nobody, he
claims, can prevent sneezing, no mat
Tenth Street and Douglas ave.
ter how many formulas and medicaRev. Norman Skinner, pastor.
ments may be absorbed. But though
11
Morning worship and sermon at
a sneeze may not be avoided It may
o'c'ock. Bible study and
Sunday be cultivated, and from a stertorous
school session at 9: 45 a. m. Young snort it may be modified into a gentle,
melodious trill. For anybody who is
People's society at 7 p. m.
with
The church extends a most hearty likely to startle the neighborhood
is well
sneezes
the
experiment
freqent
Invitation to all people.
Strangers worth while."
and sojourners in the city especially
welcomed.

Some Birds That Don't Migrate.
"It is a curious thing," said Prof.
Legislation Aimed at Inebriates.
Henry Bird, an ornithologist of Rye,
Men "visibly Intoxicated" and conN. Y., at the Rennert, "that birds of
scious of a lingering thirst will ask European origin do not adopt the mifor another drink at their peril if the gratory habits of our native birds. The
Pennsylvania legislature passes a bill English sparrow never seems to get
Introduced by Representative M. Wat- wise to the advantages ot going snuth
son, of Indiana county. Mr. Watson in winter to avoid the rigors of a
would make the price of that partic- northern climate, though he might get
ular drink, or even the request there- the tip from our wild fowl or the
of, $5 to $20. It is unlawful now for robin family. Of late years we have
a saloonkeeper to sell to a man "vis- had in Westchester county the starlibly intoxicated," or to an habitual ing, also an English importation, and I
drunkard or a minor, but the preesnt notice that this newcomer follows out
law imposes all responsibility upon the the exact ways of his predecessor, the
saloonkeeper to determine the man's sparrow, in that he stays constantly
A Golden Wedding
condition.
Representative Watson in one place, regardless of the sealived
wife
have
means that man and
would shift some of the responsibility sons." Baltimore American.
to a good old age. and consequently on the man with the thirst; also uphave kept healthy. The best way to on the habitual drunkard and the
Insects with
Sights.
saloon
keep healthy is to see that your li- minor who would ask the
A German scientist has discovered
ver does its duty 365 days out 865. keeper to violate the law. His bill
such as moths and
The only way to do thla is to keep proposes a fine of from $5 to $20 for that many Insects,
have
sight This
butterflies,
undet
to
a
drink
and
each
attempt
get
Ballard's Herbino in the house
of
these
insects
means
the
that
eyes
Inthe circumstances.
take it whenever your liver gets
can see with something similar to X- active. 60 cents per bottle. Sold by
rays objects invisible to human eyes
Center Block Dapot Drug Co.
Parts and Signs of Goodness.
unless aided bv a fluoroscone. If c-courteous dinary sunlight has enough of the X
man
a
be
and
If
gracious
out
of
If a man succeeds in keeping
to strangers it shows he is a citizen
in it for the butterflies to se
Jail during his sojourn on earth he of the world and that his heart is no rays
the world must be a strange
clearly,
naturally expects to go to heaven island cut off from other lands, but sieht to them. This scientist believes
a continent that joins them. If he be that they can see through the clothes
when he dies.
compassionate toward the afflictions and flesh of human beings and behold
of others it shows that; his heart Is no walkinsr about in our skeletons clad
Tortured On A Horse.
a noble tree that Is wounded in a translucent covering of flesh.
"For ten years I couldnt ride a like
when it gives the balm. If he
itself
horse without being in torture from
pardons and remits offeaees it
easily
A Flat Child.
piles," writes L. S. Napier, of Rug- shows that his mind is planted above
less, Ky., "when all doctors and othflat
a
"1
was
child," he said. "I was
cannot
so
he
be
shot.
that
er remedies failed, Bucklen's Arnica injuries,
born and brought up In a New York
for
small
be
thankful
benefits
ha
If
Salve cured me," Infallible for plies,
I have never known what it is
burns, scalds, cats, boils, fever oreg, it Bhows that he weighs men's minds flat
live
to
not
anywhere elBe."
trash.
above
and
all,
their
But
Guarcorns.
25c
salt
eczema,
rheum,
him over. He was six
looked
She
Paul's
have
he
if
that
St
perfection,
all
anteed by
druggists.
he could wish to be an anathema feet two in his stocking feet and broad
from Christ for the salvation of his in proportion.-- He not only, filled the
Poverty should soon be a thing of brethren, it shows mur'a of a divine chair he sat in, but he seemed in his
the past if every married man drew nature and a kind of "jnformity with grer.; health and strength and bigness
as big a salary as his wife thinks he Christ himself. Bacon.
to fill the flat
"You are not like those little flat
earns.
said. "Those litEveryone would be benefited by tak- dogs, are you?" she are
bora under a
ttom-ac- h tle long dogs that
for
Laxative
0:1u3
ing
Foley's
If people with symptoms of kidney
to fit a flat those Dachschiffonier
habitual
trouble
and
and
liver
or bladder trouble could realize their
coastiiatlon. It sweetens the stom- hunds
danger they would without loss of ach and breath, gently stimulate the
time commence taking Foley's Kid- liver and regulates the bowels and is
His Game.
ney Remedy. This great remedy much superior to pills and prd'nary
When he had stepped on her feet
stops the pain and the Irregularities, 'laxatives. Why not try Foley's Ori--!
orstrengthens and builds up the
no Laxative today? O. G. Schaefer for about the sixth time she stopped
gans and there Is no danger of 'and Red CroBS Drug Co.
dancing.
Brlght's disease or other serious dis
"I will sit down nowi" she said
Do
not disregard the early '
order.
"I see that you prefer footquietly:
The
save
for
Subscribe
and
Optic
O.
G.
Schaefer and Red
symptoms.
ball."
t
Cross Drug Co.
you.' eyes.
y

y

'

From an East Las Vegas Citizen.
Is your bark lame and painful?
Does It ache especially after exer-

tion?
Is there a soreness in the kidney
region?
These symptoms indicate weak kidneys;
There is danger in delay.
Weak kidneys fast get weaker.
Give your trouble prompt attention.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
They strengthen weak kidneys.
Read this E. Las Vegas testimony:
Charles O'Malley, electrician, 713
Main avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.,
says: "Doan's Kidney Pills brought
such marked benefit in my case, that
I highly recommend them to other
kidney sufferers. It was through a
friend's advice
that I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at
Goodall's
drug store and used them for pain
in my back
and
kidneys. They
I know
quickly relieved me and
their merit Is in no way exaggerat
ed."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-Milbur- a
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole egents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

V.

.....

r pi 7T Q
Position by singla man,
Apply Optic office.

WANTED

out

inride or

Good spring wagon with
WANTED
stage top. Inquire 135 R. R. avenue.
A cook and housekeeper.

WANTED

at residence of Jefferson Reynolds on the boulevard or at the
First National bank.
Apply

TRADE
BARBER
Short time required;
graduate
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Barber college, Los Angeles.

MEN LEARN

FOR RENT.

FOR RENT 2 clean, pleasant room
for housekeeping, apply 815 Mnth.

street
FOR RENT Lease or sell, three
ranch houses, to the extreme end of
car line northeast of the sanitarium.
Apply to Mrs. M Green.
FOR RENT 5 room furnished house.
Inquire 1024 Th'rd st
Furnished front room, with

TO LET

bath.

801 Sixth

street

furnished touse.
FOR RENT
Rooms by day or week. Leroy.
And a man can see beauty in the
House. 816 Grand. Phone Mal i 428.
homeliest woman who makes him believe that she considers him smart. FOR RENT
Three housekeeping
house. All newrooms; also
PILES! PILESl PILES!
921 Lincoln
and
painted.
paper
ly
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wiT
ave.
rare Blind, Bleedng and Itching Piles.
Three housekeeping
It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching FOR RENT
rooms, newly painted and paperea.
at once, acts as a poultice, gives
M. Howell, 721 Fourth street
Instant relief. . Williams' Indian Pile
Is
Ointment
prepared tor Piles and FOR RENT One
house. 923
itching of. the private parts. Sold by
Gllinas.
druggists, mail 50c and $1.00, Wil
iams' Mfg Co., Props., Cleveland,
FOR 8ALE.
O. For sale by Center Block
Drug
Co.
FOR SALE A handsome golden oak
bedroom set good six hole range,
Music evidently has charms for
with high, cltwet; nice Singer sewthose savages next door who pound
ing machine, good as new, cheap.
the piano seventeen hours a day.
Inquire 135 R. R- - avenue.
,

Sees M ether Grow Young.
SALE
"It would be hard to overstate the FOR

No. 1 White Wyandotte
hens, $8.00 per dos. Order eariy.
and get first choice. Mrs. M. E.
Johnson, Melvern, Kan., Osage Co.

wonderful' change in my mother since
she begai to use Electric Bitters,"
writes Mrs. W. L. GUpatrlck of Dan-fortMe. "Although past 70 she FOR SALE
Legal blanks of all deseems really to be growing young
Notary seals and recorda
scription.
again. She suffered untold misery
at the Optic offloe.
from dyspepsia for 20 years. At last
she could neither eat drink nor sleep.
Doctors gave her up and all remedies OLD newspapers for sale at The Opfailed till Electee Bitters worked
tic office, 10 cents a bundle.
such wonders for her health." They
cere
vital organs,
invigorate all
MISCELLANEOUS.
liver and kidney troubles, Induce
sleep, impart strength and appetite.
Only 60c at all druggists.
SILVA & SILVA will keep their res
taurant open at all hours, day and
About the only man who doesn't
night Everything in season the
mind being called a liar is the enthu
market affords.
siastic fisherman.
If we had our lives to live over
Proper Treatment for Dysentery and again most of us would want to skip
Diarrhoea.
at least half.
The great mortality from dysentery
and diarrhoea lb due to a lack of
What a man regards as firmness
proper treatment at the first stages
himself he is apt to consider obstinin
of the disease. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy la a acy in others.
reliable and effectual medicine, and
when given In reasonable tlm will
prevent any dangerous consequences.
THE SEED HOUSE
It has been in use for many years
and has always met with unvarying
success. For sale by all dealers.
CF TEE
The woman who builds castles In

the air doesn't have to worry about
house cleaning.
A Contented Woman
is always found in the same house
It
with Ballard's Snow Liniment.
keeps every member of the family
free from achea and pains, it heals
cuts, burns and scalds- end; cures
rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago and
all muscu'ar soreness and stiffness.
25c, 50o and $1.00 a bottle. Sold by
Center Block Depot Drug Co.,

GREAT SOUTH WEST
Write for our 150 page illustrated
FREE seed Catalog in the English
and Spanish language.

Aggete

&

Afusser Seed Co.

N. Main St.,
Los Angeles. Cal.

113-11-

5

-

Some women's only interest in life
is to dress to kill.

liifvif

Delay In taking Foley's KMney
Remedy If you have backache, kidney or bladder trouble, fastens the
disease upon you and makes a cure
more difficult. Commence taking Fo
ley s Kidney Remedy today and you
will soon be well. Why risk a serious malady? O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

NATIONAL

,

r
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ENCAMPMENT

Grand Array of Hie Republic
1

srt

is-

-"

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Inc., 1909.
Round trip tickets on sale Aug. 5th to 8th Inc.
1909 good for thirty days.

August

9--

Fore S26.65
R. W. HOYT,

Agent.
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ride Flour
Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

131.

A Simple Test

If you want to know whether you are

.

des-

tined to be a success or. failure financially,
you can easily find out.

Caen You Save Money?

world. The weather in that
city has
been so bad since their arrival there
that they couldn't venture out sight
seeing.

.

Grape

Juice
is a

drink and a food for

the sick, the
convalescent; for young'
and old; for the tired and

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

weak, for the hale and

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT "RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.
'
Ass't Cashier.

hearty.

It's a gift of nature to
man; woman and child.

it is not a medicine,
though replete with medicinal qualities.

MONEY SAVED

And

On Domestic Coal.

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what yon want for cooking,

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON

Special prices , in
'
lots at

Foot Main St

.1

s

VUo

Mduo Fino

case

WOMAN'S WORK MADE EASY
Ail dust and germs effectually re
moved by the VACUUM
CLEANER.

which can be operated from any electric light socket at an expense uf les-- j
thaa 5 cents ner hour tnr
We will deliver the cleaner at vonr
house and call for it when you are
through a: the rate of $1.00 per day
or fraction thereof.
Sj simple any one can operate it.
Pos'tively no dust flying, every parti
cle sucked up by air and retained in
the dust receptacle.
LAS VEGAS LIGHT A POWE CO

...,

All Aboard for Harvev'rt
Carriage goes ont Saturday mom.
mg returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey'a or H. O. Brown
Trading Co s.

$32.50 Brass Beds

AND SO
AN OPPORTUNITY

H. S EARHS

j

Phone f.lzki 1Q

i

mnd Gakerm

TO GET THAT LONG WISHED

FOR BED

i

DEALERS IN

'ALFALFA, UAY and GRAIN.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTSTknd WAGONS
Get

Bridge Street.

before buying,

'

'

Phone Main 85

Chemes
and

VEGETABLES

Gooses

berries
for

at

PAWS -

A.

Preserving

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Straight Guggenheim rye served
the bar at the Antlers.

over

at

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"

THE
HYGEL4 ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES!

ihn0,rue
200 to 1,000
50 to 200
Less thaa 50
.

ea

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

dvery-2- 0c

"

:

"
"
CRYSTAL ICE CO

-

per hundred
it

40c
50c
7Sc

i

ii

McGuire & Webb

Phone Main 227

ri

Boston's

Pabst's draught beer on tan onlT at
Opera bar.

A

IJZJ

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, agea
in the wood. Direct from dlstillery"l
you. At the Lobby, of conne.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

r4

pas hundred

Any Hart Sohaffner &
Marx Suit In the house

Las Vegas Greenhouses

J. M.:SErsTA.
Cartoonist and iiiumtrator.

il

f

l

iff-t-

DisCopyright

c

Big Reduction on every article
in the house.

i

.

Commercial Designer and Suggester of Practical Ideas.
Original
tinctive and Effective Designs. Phone 188 Main.

i

1

OIM

H. O. DROWN TRADING CO..

PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

Grcssrs, Buteherm

1

v

J. C. Johnsen (El Son

I
BOg

$17,50

. $22.50

FOR RENT Good pasture with plen
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.

Grocery

Fine native Veal,
Give urn your order

tohENRYLEVY, Sixth Street.

....
...

$25.00 Brass Beds

Kansas City and Native
Reef and f.lutton

CO

f

FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY

FOR 8ALE
Phone 144 and 145
modorn house and nortion
of furniture must be sold at onre.
Terms easy. Inquire 1015 Douela
The best draft beer In the city. At
ave.. of Mrs. Mary Vasse.
The Lobby, of course.

the well,

Phone Main 21

Sucomcr

M.

The First National Bank
OF LAS VEGAS.

8o

DIG BARGAINS IN

rms

11

-

at cost.

10c

hue Embroideries at

Phono Kaln 1Q7

July 16, 1909
Temperature Maximum 92; mini
mum 44; range 48.
6 a. m. 79; 12 noon 29Leather bags, music rolls' strati
Humidiiy
6 p. m. 49; mean 65.
purses, etc., 40 per cent discount at
Forecast
Generally fair onlght Taupei-fa- ,
and Sunday.
waniea two or three rooma In
good location furnishd
LOCAL NEWS.
housekeeping two months. Addrm.
P. D. McCormick and family now I M. Bogle, care of La Pension hotel.
occupy theormjr Rloom property on
The name of Clias E. Libschnr was
Douglas avenue.
inadvertently omitted from a list of
40 per cent discount on all leather those owning automobiles, published
in The Optic, a few evenings
goods at Taupert's.
ago.
And. come to think of it, Mr. Libsch-ne- r
has lad m ve provoking rouble
Get the best at Nolette's barber
with his machine than have all the
shop.
other auto owners in town, city a
L Louis 'Guerin gave a theater party country put together.
to several of his Mends at the Bifau
The Postal Telegiaph company has
last night.
established a branch station at the
Everything In leather at 40 ner soldiers camp, northwest of the city,
cent discount, Taupert's.
where messages can be received and
delivered. It is a convenience which
Order your cream from T. T. Torn should come in handy during the eh
er.
campment and whowa the enterprise
of this company. The scheme was
An improvement is reported in Mi original with Manager H. W. Cantrill.
condition of Jake Stern, who is 111
The funeral of Jefferson Raynolds.
with typhoid fever at his home on
2nd, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Eagnth street
letot W. Raynolds tiok
place from the
A marriage license has been issued ramily residence this afternoon, re
at the county clerk's office here to liglous services being conducted by
Enrique Leyba, of Kl Pueblo, and Pa, Kev. J. S. Moore, rector of St. Paul's
Memorial church. A large concourse
siana Sena, of El Canon, Blanco.
of friends and relatives attended the
, Con Dennis, who has returned from last sad rites.
Gascon, will likely receive the annoin.
ment to be merchant's noliceman n
"Japan and the Japanese" will be
the East side. The city paya $20 a the subject of the stereopUcon lecture
montn towards the salary of this T. at the Methodist church tomorrow
fleer, the balance being raised hv nri. evening. More than ninety hand col
vate subscriptions among the business red views will illustrate the subject
men.
which will be one ot the most Instruct
ive of this popular series riven to
Letters received in the citv from date. Scenery, culture of rice and
cons vviegand state that he and
flowers, unique customs, home Ufa.
will remain in Geneva, Swit- temples, religious Ideas, opportunities
zerland till the clouds roll by in or- in tte new Japan will be shown, (a
der that they may get a good view a word it will giyq a comprehensive
of Mount Jungfrau which is said to study of "Sunrise in the Sunrise
be one of the flaest eights in the Kingdom."

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being- a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

go

i

our choice of all Lawns in etock
Yonr ihoiee of Fulton Percales

i,

Our

STOKE

'

.'

-

Use

GOODS

'
7.7. . .. .. ..".. 6o
'
Jn in, a new line of Back Combe and Barrett, Dutch
dollars and Dutch Collar Pins.
And do not forget the new line of Laces at less
than Market values.

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELB.

r

CRY

ith seme of the bargains as all Summer goods

A good

4(irx)

Lid
WEATHER REPORT.

EXCLUSIVE

WHY NOT
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909 by Hart Schaffnt & Mar

TJ. GREEiiGERGER,
Proprietor
(
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